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before actually suspending the aamin ..
istration of the provinces. I hope, the
first thing he will do would be to Issue a
mere warning to a province that has
erred that things were not happening in
the way they were Intended to happen In
the constitution".
This particular caution of Dr. Ambedkar
atthe time of Constitution framining is relevant
to what I am saying. This is our truncated
mis-called Budget Session and the last
session was a truncated winter session,
which ordinarily lasts for five weeks, we had
only ten days sitting of Parliament. But even
in that period, I remember asking the hon.
Prime Minister then: Having rome to realise
thatthesituation in Tamil Nadu is very serious,
that the Government of Tamil Nadu is not
operating, acting is accordance with the
Constitution, did you ever Issue a directive to
the State Government, particularly as Article
246 is entirely concerned with the issues of
national security? If a State Government
fails to abide by the directive of the Union
Government, if one of the State Government
fails to do so, then of 9Our~e. the other
provisions tend to come into operation. Was
any directive issued to the State Government
of Tamil Nadu under Article 246 by this
Government? Please take steps, one. two or
three instead of the problems that the hon.
Member from Sivaganga has now pointed
out.
MR. CHAIRMAN: It I, four O'clock; we
have now to take up the adjournment motion.

PROFMADHU DANDAVATE (Rajapur):

• We can adjust for a half an hour.

MR. CHAIRMAN: h ia already 4.00
O'clock and we have to take up the Ad·
journment Motion.

PROF. MADAU DANDAVATE: Sir, the

timeforthisdiscussion may be extended byhalf.. an-hour.
DR. THAMBI DURAl: Sir, they were
very much Interested to discuss the Adjournment Motion and now they are seeking
for the extension of time. He can continue
tomorrow.
MR. CHAIRMAN: You can continue tomorrow.

16.00 hr•.
MOTION FOR ADJOURNMENT

R ported Incident

of atroclU

on

Scheduled Caste In varlou part of th
countrywith particular reference to recent
Incident In U. P. and Bihar.

SHRI SANTOSH KUMAR GANGWAR:
(Bareilly): I beg to move:
"That the House do now adjourn."
[ Translarion]
Sir, the subject being discussed today
has been discussed umpteen times since
independence but what has been the outcome. Whatever be the deliberations, the
end-result is always the same. Even after
Independence SC/ST have not got their due
place and regard In the society. The politicians
who want to attract SC/sT votes exploit the
people belonging to these classes. If we look
at history, we can find many such examples
In the last 40 year. Assurances were given
at various levels In this House that action
would be taken. Till now, nothing has been
done. Recently, I heard a speech here on
this subject delivered by Shri Hukumdeo
Narayan Vadav. H. mentioned on. point In
p rttcular and I would like to emphasls8 It
again since It is very important. He'laid the
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social equality was not/possible until we
stopped mental exploitation and mental torture. I don't want to go into the details of the
kind of exploitation that is done. My friend,
the han. Minister Shri Ramji lal Suman is
present here. He is familiar with one such
incident. An Inspector In Aligarh was harassed
for 4 years just because he belonged to a
backward class called IJatav'. So let us have
a meaningful discussion which assures
people that in future there will be no castebased discrimination in India. People should
not be classified on the basis of caste and
everybody should be treat equal irrespective
of his caste. In this context, I shall touch upon
the incident that has necessitated this discussion: I will briefly explain the incident that
occurred in Pratapgarh a few days back on
the 14th. A man named Oevtadin, belonging
to the Pasi caste has a progressive thinking.
He wanted the upliftment of the Pasi community and towards this end. he worked as
an activist of a Leftist Party. But the local
people wanted him to stick to the profession
traditionally adopted by members of his caste.
The particular caste was engaged in manufacturing country~made liquor and the police
took bribes from them. He wanted his caste
to abandon this profession and make
progress. Other backward classes like the
'Kurmis' also joined them. The police did not
relish this Idea. One day some guests arrived
at the house of Oevtadin to discuss a marriage proposal for the latter's daughter. At
that time the police arrived and asked the
relatives to identify a person who had been
arrested. All 13-14 of them were taken in a
jeep. On the way, one persons jumped from
the jeep and ran away. The police, fearing
that their mis deed would be exposed, killed
the 13 persons who where in the jeep. It is
surprising that 13 persons were killed in a
jeep and there are no tell·tale signs on the
vehicle of the alleged encounter. A photograph of the jeep was published in the
newspapers. Many people saw that the jeep's

front wheel, windscreen and seats in the rear
were all intact. If we go by the police version
that the party was attacked and the police
had to return the fire in self defence, it is
certain that several rounds must have been
fired to kill 13 people. It is strange strange
that policemen suffered just scratches. I
would like to relate the C.1.0's version which
appeared in the newspapers. I would definitely quote on·the-spot study findings of the
C.I.D. Officials. The C.1.0. officials say that a
physical examination of the jeep does not
prove that 13 persons could have been
trapped and killed in the vehicle in an encounter. Otherwise the jeep should have
been covered with bullet~holes on all sides.
The investigators believe that the police
merely suffered scratches and not butlet
injuries. Another C.I. O. official is of the opinion
that it is beyond imagination that such an
encounter could not inflict any injury on the
policemen or damage the metal chassis of
the jeep. Was the police firing so accurate
that all the bullets hit their targets? Sir, this is
not the opinion of the Press or some other
person but these are the facts taken from the
first information report filed by the C.1.0.
Sir, it has been said that all the people
were of criminal mentality. After a. lot of
investigations, the police could register a
case of ordinary crime against 5 persons. In
the process, they killed 11 persons belong~
ing to Scheduled Castes and 3 persons
belonging to backward classes. This incident
added another black mask to the already
tarnished image of the Mulayam Singh Yadav
Government. I cannot understand the way in
which the Mulayam Singh Yadav Govern·
ment functions. Of course, I can say with
certainty that the incidents which occurred
on October 30 and November 2, prove that
he is a an atheist, he does not believe in God
and 'Hari' and now it seems that he is anti ..
Harijan too. Another interesting thing is
that. .. (lnterruptions) .... Sir, they are doing it
out of fear of losing their vote banks. The
discussion on this subject held yesterday
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and today, has made it clear as to who are
the real well-wishers of the SC/ST. The
people who talk much of taking the SC/ST in
the right direction do not actually mean what
they say. But some people are realizing that
they are lOSing the votes of this section. I
have no objection to their saying such things.
I want to raise another point. The persons
who were involved in the October 30 and
November 2 incidents. were given rewards.
I read in the n wspapers that the policemen
involved in the incident of the 14th were
awarded As. 500. I want Mulayam Singh
Yadav to give bigger rewards to policemen
but the true picture will defiantly emerge one
day or the other. I would like to enumerate
the black deeds of Mulayam Singh Vadav.ln
the last few days people have started calling
U. P. a curfew-bound state because the
imposition of curfew in 40 towns at a. time is
being read as a sign of administrative incompetence. Riots erupted and people were
killed wherever the Chief Minister went. So
much so that it was widely believed that
whereverthe Chief Ministerwent, there would
be trouble. When the hon. President was to
visit Bareilly district, Mulayam Singh Vadav
was not invited so as to prevent any untoward
incident.

[English]
SHRI UDAY PRATAP SINGH
(Mainpuri): I am on a on point of order. This
discussion is on atrocities on Harijans and
not on Shri Mulayam Singh. He does not
know anything about it and he is misleading
the House.
MR. CHAIRMAN: There is no point of
order.

[ Translation)

SHRI SANTOSH KUMAR GANGWAR:

Now,I shall speak of the atrocities perpetrated
by Mulayam Singh Vadav. the districts of

Etawah, Etah, Mainpuri and Farukhabad in
U.P. have become synonyms of terrorism.
This atmosphere has been created by the
police personnel themselves. In a recent
incident, a person approached a cinema-hall
owner and made him sign a sale deed. This
led to the cinema·hall owner dying of a heart
attack. In another incident, a girl was held
and raped in Etawah, later killed and thrown
in front of her houSe. An incident of this
nature occurred again. r am a resident of
Bareilly district. The S.P. of our district was
transferred just because one of his favourite
S.P. wanted to be posted there. The administration cannot function like this. As a
- people started thinking as
result of this, the
long as Shri Mulayam Singh is the Chief
Minister administration of Uttar Pradesh
cannot function efficiently.
Sir, even after 40 years, the environment
is such that the Ministers in the present
government provide protection to persons
whose intentions are not good. What can the
police do in such circumstances? The police
personnel have told me that the Ministers
are often accompanied by persons belong·
ing to the mafia groups smugglers and
murderers. How can the police manitain law
and order in such a situation? Sir, I want you
to take the incidents that have taken place
there seriously. A serious note must be taken
regarding the action taken after occurrence
of that incident. After how many days the
F.I.R. was registered and why were the
culprits not arrested after the F.I.R. was
lodged? Voumay be astonished to know that
the offenders were not arrested by the police
despite the F.I.A. And this example is sufficient to show the incompetence of the Police
as well as the Government. So many points
have been overlooked. We shall not be able
to do anything if the Central Government
also does not take note of these things. At
this juncture, I would like to mention about
Bihar also where 15 Harijans were massacred on the 10th instant. This is very unfortunate. At present bureaucracy ;s playing
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upper hand and there is lawlessness every
where in the State. There is nothing unnatural
in it because these things usually occur in
the State if the Governmer,t becomes weak.
Everyone is behaving in his own way without
thinking a bit of what Is wrong or right. They
have forgotten the past traditions.
Sir, I would like to Ins!st upon evaluating
the functioning 01 these governments. You
have dismissed the Tamilnadu government
but you are not taking any action against
those governments whose deeds would b
written in black letters of the history. The
question of functioning of the governments
of Bihar and that of Uttar Pradesh should be
discussed in detail. The incidents especially
that of Pratapgarh of Uttar Pradesh should
be enquired into. Accused must be arrested
immediately and an Immediate judicial inquiry
should be conducted. Besides this. an immediate announcement of compensation of
R . one lakh each to th n 8t of the the kin
of 14 persons who died In the aforesaid
incident. should be made without any delay.
As far as Bihar is concern d, th incident of
the past as well as the present show that law
and order machinery has failed miserably. It
is quite clear that if w do not take .ffeaiv
steps the situation would furt~8r worsen. We
hall have to take a decision In this regard
after taking into account all thes aspects.
Will our Prime Mlnist r, though he i not
present in the Hou e at the moment, be
pleased to state as to what will be the solution to these problems aft r all? Our duty Is
not just to discus. the thing and forget it but
to evolve concret measure fter seriously
participating in the dlscus.ion in order to
instil the en of security among the backward cia • and the scheduled castes.
They do not believe that anything is being
done to liberate them from the exploitation.
Soma paraon .amlsuslng tha a casta as
their weapon to achiav their vested intart • W shall not be able to prottct the

interest of our society and country unless we
bring a change in our outlook and discard the
policy of appeasement. We claim to be
Masiha of the backward castes and scheduled castes and raise many lofty slogans in
their favour. But a\l these things are meaningless unless we accord equal respect and
status to them In the society considering
them as an Integral part of our own family. It
appears to me that some lobbies are working
at district levels in the country in which these
things are mentioned mostly by the suwarns
(High castes) that the work concerned to the
jatav or the chamar etc. should not be taken
up. Such thing are painful. The work should
be handled in such a way that they may feU
that they are equal. But, who will do this?
This should be done only be those who are
in power. Any noble idea will percolate from
above. We shall not do any good to our
society and country if we continue the policy
of pick and choose from our kith and kin. This
is the demand of the time that the backward
castes and the scheduled castes 'Should not
be exploited. An atmosphere must be created
in which they may get equal position in the
society. I myself belong to one of those
castes and am proud of saying that they
hav to be entrusted with a greater responibllity In building the nation and no act of
exploitation will be tolerated in coming days.
Without taking more time, I would like to ask
my colleague to participate in this discussion so that It may be felt by the people in
future that some historic decision was taken

in the Lok·Sabha. which burried the hege-

mony of the caste

and creed for ever. No
doubt, w talk in principie not to do anything
on th basia of c ate and not to vote on that
balil. But In practice we decide everything
ontt. basis of caste and creed. We propose
to ..1ed one each from the backward castes,
the scheduled castes or the minorities just
for the sake of saying. But in reality no such
thing takes place. What is the reason? There
is certainly something etsa in your mind. You
just wantto befool entire public of the country
for the 18k. of your " interest. Mr. Chair-
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man, I conclude with these word without
taking more time. It was my fir t attempt.
Thanks for giving mea chanca.

[English]

Of Home Affairs, should remain present in
the House. You may kindly direct the Govarnment that at least the hon. Minister of
State for Home Affairs should come to the
House at this moment.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Motion moved,

[English]

"That the House do now adjourn-,

MR. CHAIRMAN: That Is all right. Mr.
Pa wan; what you are aying Is about propriety. I agree, of course. I leave it to them.

now, Shrl Jag Pal Singh.

[ Translation]

[ Translation]

SHRIJAG PAL SINGH (Hardwar): Mr.
Chairman, Sir, it is the mlsfortun of thi
august House and the country as welf that
not a single session of the House passes
without di cussion on atrociti on Harijan .
Th mor th discussion to protest against
the
trocJtl s i held in thHouse. more
re the atrocitj s committed on the people,
In thi ,connection I would like to say that
non of th Governments h ev r taken
such a stringent step which ,could m k th
P rp trators of the atrocities realis as to
how severe would be the consequence of
such atrocities on Harijans and th downtrodd n people.

SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: Mr.
Chairman, Sir. rli r to thi. whenever
discussion on this subject was taken up in
the Hou e.1 was prevented from making any

SHRt RA VILAS PASW N ( ajipur):
Mr. Chairman. Sir. I hav a point order
raise. We ar holding a di
io on u
a ar ous matter. Of course, our h n. r
Shrl Suman is present in th Hou • H ·
friend of mine. Wa also us d to oocupy lh
treasury b nches and J wa a Cab net Minister. At that t m hon
mb
ety 0

ubmission. At that tim I had aid on my
own that though I was the Welfare Minist r,
I wa not camp tent for this. At least, it is th
Minis er of Hom Aft ir who should
d to giv repJia in thl reg rd. I feel th t
in uch m It
it i th direct responsibility
of the Hom Mini tar to tak car of it. I m
not eying nything particularly against Shri
Suman or any oth r Mini ter. As a matter of
fact
ini ter of 'C bin t r nk. Shri Malaviya
i pr enthere.Buton thing, I must say that
wh
are taking it ups n Adjoumme
Motion in th Hou and discussion i
takin place in pur u nee of that, the hon.
Pro
inister or th hon. Mini ter of S
for Home should b c led h , In view 0
ofth

hon. MIni terofH m

remain present in th Hous wh n sue
serious discu sion ook plac .
ny 0 th
nlor Member of that .
r pre ant
here. I would simply Ii e to remind them that
when Bserlous matter like atrocities on th
oppressed people Is taking place and th
matter concerns the police department, the
han. Prime Minister, who is also the Minister

(/nt rruptions)

HRI RAJVEER SlNGH (Aonl ): Th n
c II your hon. M{tti .t r f Sta of H m
A f it: . Where is h ? (Int
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SHRI RAM I LAL SUMAN: An important discussion is taking place in the Rajya
Sabha aleo. The hon. Prime Minister is busy
there. How v r. a s nior Minister of our
Government is present there. Thisdiscussion
is dirac Iy connected with my department. As
such, Iam present in the House. If necessary,
the Han. Prime Minister could also be called
here. (Interruptions) ,

SHRI RAJVEER SINGH: Call the hon.
Minister of State for Home Affairs. Someone
should r main present here. (Interruptions)
[English]

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Jag Pal Singh,
please continue. Mr. Paswan, I understand
your point. But it is only matter of propriety;
and I leave it to the Government. As far as I
am concerned, if any Minister is present, I
am satisfied. Otherwise, it is a matter of
propriety.
PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE: Anyhow,
Sir, this point of order was raised when other
friends were in the Opposition; and when the
point of order was raised, I want to tell you
what was the ruling given by the Chair. The
Chair said: 'I cannot compel, but I also feel
that if not the Prime Minister, the Minister in
charge of Home should be present.' I only
say that you express your desire. We are not
insisting that the Prime minister should be
here. But at least the Minister of State for
Home should be present her .

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Minister of Par-

liamentary Affairs is here. He may please
take note.
[ Translation)

SHRI KALKA DAS (Karol 8agh}:Mr.
Chairman, Sir, at the moment, a discussion
is taking pi c on tho Adjournm nt Motion.
The maU ( loses it importune in the absence of the Hon. Prim Minister.

[English]

MR. CHAIRMAN: I am not permitting
everybody to raise the issue.
(Inteffuptions)

[ Trans/ation]

SHRI JAG PAL SINGH: Mr. Chairman,
Sir, I share the views of Shr; Paswan. It has
put a question mark on the seriousness of
the Government. It hardly matters any difference whether we sit this side or that side,
but we the members of Congress always
made a demand that when a discussion on
the problems of Harijans is taking place in
the House, the Home Minister and the Prime
Minister should remain present here. Though,
we are the supporters of the Government
today, it does not mean that they need not be
present here when a discussion on the
problems of Harijans is taking place. I would
like to make a request to Shri Suman that as
soon as the Hon. Prime Minister and the hon.
Minister of State for Home are free from the
other House, they should cometo this House
and take part in the discussion. (Interruptions)

16.21 hr .
[SHRI JASVVANT SINGH in the Chair]
-SHRI KALKA DAS: Mr. Chairman, Sir,

the absence of the Prime Minister and the

Home Minister indicates the fact that this
Government is not serious aboutthe atrocities
being committed on scheduled castes and
scheduled tribes and about their problems.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Sumanji, please take
your seat. l will take care. The hon. Members
are addressing me. I would like to te/l the
han. Member that I have heard them. Now,
please take your seats.
( Interruptions)
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SHRI RAJVEER SINGH: Mr. Chairman,
Sir, this subject comes under the Ministry of
Home Affairs. Sumanji cannot take any decision in this regard. As such, the hon. Minister of State for Home will have to come
here.
MR. CHAIRMAN: I have heard. Please
take your seat.

( Interruptions)
SHRI KALKA DAS: Mr. Chairman, Sir,
the seriousness of the matter is being reduced. This subject is concerned with the
Ministry of Home. As such, the han. Minister
of State for Home Affairs should come here.
It is more good jf Han. Prime Minister also
comes here. It is not an ordinary discussion.
I was already apprehensive of the intentions
of the Govern ment. Since they are not present
here, my apprehension has been proved
right. (Interruptions)
SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: Mr.
Chairman, Sir, just now my han. friend Shri
Hari Kishore Singh came to the House. He
says that the Han. Prime Minister is sitting in
the Central Hall. Sir, through you, I would like
to request the Government that the Prime
Minister's participation in the discussion is
more necessary than his sitting in the central
hall and taking tea there. (/nt9"Uptions)
MR. CHAIRMAN: Please take your seat.
It is enough.

SH81 RAM VILAS PASWAN: Mr.

Chairman, Sir, when I was in the Government,
though I was holding a Cabinet rank, I was
never allowed, nor did I everfeel it's necessity.
Since this subject comes under the Home
Ministry, I want the that Minister in charge of
Home and in the present case, the Hon.
Prime Minister should be called here. (Interruptions)

SHRI HARISH RAWAT (Almora): Mr.

Scheduled Castes in 550
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Chairman, Sir, the House is unanimous on
the point that if not the Minister of Home, the
Minister of State for Home Affairs should be
present here. It is good that after sitting on
the other side Shri Ram Vilas Paswan and
his friends have become a little bit wise . They
have realised that when they were sitting on
the other side as Ministers, their Government
was incompetent to give protection to
Harijans. (Interruptions)
MR. CHAIRMAN: What do you want to
say?

(Interruptions)
SHRI HARISH RAWAT: At that they
cculd not realise their weakness. But today
they understand this thing. I would like to
request the han. Minister of Parliamentary
Affairs that the House is unanimous on this
issue. I also understand the difficulties of the
Government. The could remain present in
the other House also. I request the han.
Minister of Parliamentary Affairs that he
should convey the sentiments of the House
to the Han. Prime Minister. As soon as the
Han. Prime Minister is free from there, he
could came to this House and listen to the
discussion. If he feels it necessary, he could
intervene in the discussion also. (Interruptions)
SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: The Han.
Prime Minister will have to come here. It
would not do ... (Interruptions) If he feels it to
be his prerogative it is also our right to
demand his presence.

[English]
SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY
(Mangalore): Mr. Chairman, J am on a point
of order. (Interruptions)

MR. CHAIRMAN: Point of order. Mr.
Janardhana Poojary.
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SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: Sir.
an Honourable Member of this House, Shrl
Paswan ji gave a threat. (/ntemJptions)
MR. CHAIRMAN: Please come to the
point.
SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: Yes.
I am coming to the ~jnt. It is a breach of
privilege. Now, the Honourable Paswanjl
has given a threat to the House that he is
preventing the proceedings of th, House if
the Prime Minister does not come. We agree
with his view that he should be there. But he
cannot give a threat suo motu. We can move
a motion for breach of .privilege against Mr.
Paswan. This is nothing but a breach of
privilege. (/ntsrruptions)
As an experienced parliamentarian, you
know it, Mr. Chairman. He cannotthreaten to
prevent the proceedings of the House; and
he has given a threat.
MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you.
SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: What
is your ruling?
MR. CHAIRMAN: I can only give my
ruling if you sit down. Jagpal Singhji. please
sit down.
PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE: It Is a
friendly threat.
[ Translation]

THE MINISTEROFPETROLEUM AND
CHEMICALS AND MINISTER OF PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS (SHRI SATYA
PRAKASH MALAVIYA): In reply to the point
raised by the hon. Member, I would Uk to
state that the Council of Minister ha a col
lective responsibility and for this purpose the
hon:Ministerof State and other Ministers are
pre ent here. Shri Janardhana Poojary has
drawn the attention of the Government to a

subject. (Interruptions)

MR. CHAIRMAN: There is no need for
you to comment on that.
SHRI SATYA PRAKASH MALAVIYA: I

would like to say that the responsibility of the
Government is being fulfilled here. It is not
necessary that the Han. Prime Minister or
the hon. Minister of State for Home Affairs
should always remain present here. (Inter·
ruptions)

SHRI SATYA PRAKASH MALAVIYA:
The Prime Minister will be informed about
the feeling of the House. (Interruptions)
SHRI KALKA DAS: The Prime Minister
and the Home Minister both should have
been present in the House while the discussion on atrocities on Harijans is going
on.•.. (Interruptions)

[English]
MR. CHAIRMAN: I would request the
hon. Minister for Parliamentary Affairs to
take note of the extreme concern that has
been voiced ....

[ Translation]
SHRI SATYA PRAKASH MALAVIYA: I
have already said about that.

[English]
MR. CHAIRMAN: Please do not interrupttheChair. Kindlysitdown.lwould request
the Minister for Parliamentary Affairs to take
note of th great concern that has been
voiced by a very large section of the House
and communicate th concern to the
hondurl~lo ~rime

Minister.

[ Translation]
SHAI SATYA PRAKASH MALAVIYA: I
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h ve already said that I shall inform the

Prim Minister about the feelings of the
House.
(English]

MR. CHAIRMAN: So far as the question
of privilege mentioned by Shrl Janardhana
Poojary is concerned. he can give a notic
if he feels that a br aOO of privilege has been
committed and due proce 80f parliamentary
procedure will tak care of it.
(Interruptions)
( Translation]

MR. CHAIRMAN: l m tell the antire
Hous that I hay a list of 20 Members with
m . Beside • ome partie ar yet to give th
n me of th Ir respectiv members. The
congr ss party has given 6 name nd they
have be n allotted 40 minut • It ,is for th m
to decide whether one member Is toconsum
th entire time of 40 minutes ..• (Interruptions)
SHRI R.N. RAKESH (ChaiJ): Mr.
Chairman Sir. this i a very serious matter. 24 minutes would not suffice.
MR. CHAIRMAN: Thi is for the House
to decide not me. I have received 8 names
form the B.J.P. and they have been attotted
only 23 minutes. The B.J.P. members may
decided among themselve whether they
would speak for 3 minutes each or a lone
member will speak for the party. Jagpal
Singh jl, now you may continue your speech.
SHRI JAGPAL SINGH: Mr. Chairman.
Sir, the entire Howe, especially Shri Paswan
would remember, that a discussion on the
massacre of I Kanjars' of Rajasthan was held
in this House when his party was in power..
Discussion was held on the carnage of
Panwari near Agra In which about 100 people
were burnt alive. Shri Paswan knows it petty
well that social justice cannot be dispensed

in this country imply by raising slogans. As
long as basic changes In the social set up are
. \'not brought about dispensation of social
justice and economic justice is not possibl •
I would like to tell Shrl Paswan that such
allegation will not help in finding any olution to the problems of Harljan .
The House would remember that a
discussion was held here when 10-20 women
In Shivpura In Madhya Prade h wer striped
naked. That incident took place when your
party was In power. Th incident on which
the discussion Is taking place today in the
Hou are a blot on humanity. Even 43 after
indepancl
m
cr of H rij
w
committ by police n Bi • We .
co .
demn t pol
ncounta. but th murd
of H rlJan av not been committed
Bihar pol • The feudall
of Bih r h v
raised sort of rmy which i on thalr pay
roll ••• (lnterruptions) ... ShrJ Nitish and Shri
Devendr ar helple , th y cannot po nt
a finger at th government of LalooPra d
Yadav. But the qu tion I not that of h d
ofthagov rnment. The que ioni a to ow
th central gOY mm nt and th Stat government could nab th c res of tha private
armies of th feudal who have committed
massacre. If govemment of Latoo Prasad
bid farewell tomorrow. it doe not mean that
atrocltle n H rlj n would (X)me to an end,
but the
ntgovernment cannot hyaw
from own
th ra pon ibilitV for th
atrocitl c mmitted during it tenure. Sm·
tarfy, if rodti ar committed on Harijan
in as
by h ooogr
Pa .
will h
.t
rocif
the
(Vishakhapattnam :
uc nc d
r
taking plac everywh r ... ( ntsrruptions)
AN HON. MEMBER: That is not true.
SHRIMATI UMA GAJAPATHI RAJU:
Such incidents are taking place in the State
ruled by Shri Laloo Prasad.
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SHRI JAGPAL SINGH: Shri Paswan is
present in the House. He cannot say that
their tenure was spotless. The number of
atrocities committed during their rule was far
more as compared to the number during the
present government. He cannot deny this
fact. What happened during their rule was
that if wife of any Harijan happened to be
beautiful and if she failea to present herself
before the feudalist. she used to be burnt
alive. The person whom you want to project
as the champion of emancipation of Harljans
is the one under whose Chief Ministership.
maximum atrocities were committed on
Harijans in Uttar Pradesh , whether it was in
Sadupur or Deoli. At that time you used to
complain against him but today you want to
make him the champion of giving social
justice to Harijans. Not a single Harijan in this
country would believe your overtures ...

AN HON. MEMBER: This would be

decided in the elections.

SHRI JAGPAL SINGH: It was he, who
shielded the murders of Deoli and you
yourself raised this issue in this House.
Therefore, Paswanji, do not try to indulge in
party politics. It was Shri Vishwanath Pratap
Singh who shielded Santosha and Radhey.
You do not go by that. What happened in
Uttar Pradesh on 14th January ... (Interruptions) at Pratapgarh. I do not know whether
Devtade9n belonged to C.P.I., C.P.M. or
congress. I do not want to know whether he
was a revolutionary or Naxalite, but I must
tett that if a Harijan tries to give leadershipto
. ::jrij ns and sense his voice against the
~ , . ;lies of federalist families and the
,'llie .. .. (Interruptions) ... Mr. Chairman, Sir,
: \"J( t
~o draw the attention of the House to
the fact that if a Harijan youth comes forward
to give leadership to Harijans against the
atrocities of the police and the federalists
and if the police intrudes into their houses at
night. .. (Interruptions)
MR. CHAIRMAN: Jagpal ji, you have

already taken 25 minutes even if the time of
interruptions is deducted ... (Interruptions)
SHRI JAGPAL SINGH : We were not in
favour of the Adjournment Motion the way it
has been brought. Those who Were in favour
are not going to be heard ... (Interruptions)
MR. CHAIRMAN: You have taken more
then 25 minutes. It comes to 25 minutes of
time taken in interruption's is deducted. (In-

terruptions)
SHRI JAGPAL SINGH: Let the time be
deducted. He has taken seven minutes and
you have taken six minutes.
MR. CHAIRMAN: Thetimetaken by me
cannot be deducted.
SHRI JAGPAL SINGH: Mr. Chairman ,
Sir, I am going to conclude with in five
minutes.
SHRI BHOGENDRAJHA (Madhubani) :
Mr. Chairman, Sir, my submission
is ... (Interruptions)
MR. CHAIRMAN: I am not prefaced to
listen to your submission.
SHRIBHOGENDRAJHA: Should I leave
the House then?
MR. CHAIRMAN: Do not do that, you
take your seat ... (Interruptions)
SHRI JAGPAL SINGH: Mr. Chairman,
Sir, I want to draw the attention of the House
to the incident which prompted the opposition member to bring this Adjournment Motion. Two police constables came to
Devtadeen's house in Pratapgarh at 8.30
p.m. and told him that the killers of his·brother
had been caught. The policemen ordered all
the family members to sit in the police vehicle.
They were driverto a jungle where they were
shot dead one by one. Not only that, the next
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day neither any F.I.R. was registered now
any action was taken in the matter. The Chief
Minister of Uttar Pradesh, Shri Mulayam
Singh Yadav says that a sub-Inspector has
been suspended in this case. My submission
is that suspension is not enough, he should
have been arrested and put behind the bars.
This is not an ordinary case, it is a case of
murder. Mr. Chairman, Sir, if an ordin~rv
citizen commits a murders, he is arrested
under Section 302 and slut to jail. Then why
was not this section invoked in the said
murder case? I demand, the entire House
should demand that all the policemen involved in this murder case should be arrested
under Section 302 and sent to jail. This
House should give guarantee that if a policeman commits atrocity on a Harijan in
future, he would be jailed ... (Interruptions) .,.
I would like to ask Subhashiniji as to why Shri
Laloo Prasad does not order the arrest of the
person responsible for the murders inspite
of your repeated requests to this effect. Not
single
person
has
been
a
named ... (Interruptions) You should not
depend ... (/nterruptions) I am saying that
Bihar Police when not committed the killings
in that State, it is the private army of the
feudalists that is responsible for the killings
and it is the biggestdangerfordemocracy.ln
our State, there is no army of feudals. It is in
Bihar that feudals armed with 'Iathis' and
guns ... (Interruptions) ... That is why I say
that capitalist society has compromised with
the feudals to exploit the Harijans and to
perpetrate atrocities on them.
I would like to say that there should be
multi-pronged attack on feudalism both from
within the House and outside. Only then
would these atrocities end. Atrocities on
Harijans would not end till the existence of
feudatism. This is a reflection of the feudalistic society ... (Interruptions)
I

Mr. Chairman Sir, I am concluding. I
would like to point out three things here.
Firstly even after 43 years of Independence
I

our administrative set up and the mentality of
our bureaucrats do not go well with our
poverty stricken society. How far would the
State Governments effectively ensure that
atrocities are not committed against Harijans,
is a thing to be seen. Shri Paswan had said
that OM and the SSP of the district would be
personally held responsible if any incident of
this type occur in their areas but in practice
it has not been materialised so far. Much
remain to be done in this regard. Secondly in
more than 85 per cent cases FIR is not
registered. People are guided but there is no
post-mortem report. As a result thereof the
Government machinery or the judiciary is
not able to dispense justice. f think that the
officials of that police State where FIR is not
registered even in cases of atrOCities, should
immediately placed under suspension. Not
only this, they should be dismissed from
service. Thirdly I believe that until land reforms
are effectively implemented ~ poverty cannot
be wiped out. Harijans are forced to tolerate
these atrocities because they do not have
the means. They have to work in the fields of
big landlords. Unless crores of Harijans in
this country are self reliant, they would not be
able to face the teudallords and fight them
back. They would become strong only when
they are not forced to work on the fields of
landlords.
The Government should give. at least,
this much guarantee that a poor man or
women, a Harijan or an old man is not forced
to work to get two square meals a day.
Unless the poor get enough to eat, atrocities
on Harijans will continue. Here I would like to
appeal to all those who raise slogans in the
name of social justice that unless we formulate some concrete programme for them,
nothing wi" be achieved. I thank Shri Rajiv
Gandhi for launching such a programme. At
least some people got employment under
the Jawahar Rozgar Yojana. Many were
engaged in construction of roads and earth
work. The present Government abandoned
even that project.
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[Sh. Jagpal Singh]
Therefore, I would like to urge the Government to think In this directIon. Particularly
launching employment schemes. That is the
only right direction.
SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN (Hajipur):
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I thank you tor bringing
this adjournment motion on an Important
matter like atrocities on Harijans. This incident happened in Chaura on 14th January.
Just now my friend narrated the incident,
therefore, I would not like to go into the
d tails. On the night of 14th January ten
rson belonging to Scheduled Ca e and
thr
of backward class
war
hot In
Chaura. The name of th plac i B ham
Gopalpur. Can any Governm nt do this. Had
it been a handiwork of crim nalor
clash th Govemment could ay th
potie canno k epvigilthrough utth n
but wh n the Governm nt itself is b h nd
the killings who will trust the Governm nt.
Mr. Chairman. Sir, this i a very s riou
matter. We had gon there alongwith Shri
V.P. Singh Shri Safuddin Chowdhury and
ome oth rcolleagu son 30th of cast month.
Shri Sheo Sharan Verma, Shri Sa~u Prasad
Saroj, Shri Ram Salwan nd other went
th r but no ven a sing} person theTe said
thatthadece edwa aimin •There1ative
of late Ram l han had come to see hi
daughter they had come from different place .
They belonged to Allahabad and they w r
also taken away and kill d. Surprisingly. the
Police ,Officer who killed the people say
proudly that h took part in 73 encounter .
awarded fo bravery. Wh n we
chalked out a programme to visit that place,

he w s suspended. How can a person b
awarded and punished simultaneously? On
wha baSI was h awarded for bravery.
Later the administration said that as he was
guilty, he was suspended.
Mr. Chairman, Sir. the dead cannot return . Today we notice that when compen ..

sation is to be given efforts are made to
enquire about the caste of the deceased,
particularly whether he was rich or poor.
Those who have been killed belong to poor
and oppressed class. We have demanded
that the guilty officers should be at least
arrested and prosecuted under section 302
of IPC and compensation of As. 2 lakhs
should be given to the next of kin of the
deceased .It is true that no Chief Minister can
be held personally responsible for each and
avery citizen of his state but when it involve
administration, then the Government is directly responsible for ~. Therefore, we demanded the resignation of the Chief Minister. We had ade thi demand becau e w
wanted to highlight the seriousnes of th
problem for the nation. It is true that thi
matter: doe nct concern only on Sta •
T eforexampieAndhraPrad sh.M mba
from Andhra are sitting here and th y w·n
ar me out that th admini tr tion he
faU d in about 14 districts of the Stat wh re
th naxaJites hold sway. Naxalism i
dis sa and we wit! have to wipe out th roo
cause. The root cause Is disparity and in ..
equality in society which has to b r mov d
at any cost.
Mr. Chairman Sir. just now an h~n .
Member said whether we have ever though
about Bihar. • do not want to blame any party
but if you enquire into the matter you would
find hat your party. was behind the incident
in Bihar. Jdo not want to raise th controversy

r . I also would not say that this matter

00

ern primarily Bihar, Uttar Pradesh or

ndhra Prad sh. Th hon. Mem er from
lng here. n 78 wh n
ar was the Chief Minister a resolution
$ assed in the Assembly that th names
of Marathwad University would be changed
aBaba Saheb Bhlmrao Amb dkar Uni 9rsity. But nothing was done. Today, when w
are celebrating Baba Saheb Ambedkar's
birth Centenary year an announcement to
this effect would be a befitting tribute to him.
When such incid ent occur we will have to go
I
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to the root cause and also see what is the
attitude of the administration and society
and what is the role of political parties and
the Media In such matters.

I would like to say something about the
role of media. This is the Dr. Ambedkar Birth
Centenary Year and some time back the
Nehru Birth Centenary year was celebrated.
We regard Dr. Ambedkar, the founder of our
con tltution, no less than Pandit Nehru but
can anybody ay that the media's coverage
of Dr. Ambedkar's Centenary year is even a
fraction of the coverage that was givenduring
the Nehru Birth Centenary year. At that time.
the regular programmes on AIR were interrupted to air excerpts from Nehru's speeches
on liMy great country" We are In the end of
February now and there are one-and-a-half
months left before 14th April, 1991. But Dr.
Ambedkar has not been projected even once
either on th visual on broadcast media. We
had planned to spend Rs. 130 crore to
celebrate Dr. Ambedkar's birth c ntenary.
We had proposed to set up training camps
for youth belonging to SCIST and other
backward, classes. There were proposals to
set up computer and electronic training
facilities in areas Inhabited by Adivasis,
Sch duled Castes and 'Dalits'. Persons
among these classes who are 5 ft. 7 in. in
height and have passed Metric and tA.
should be recruited Into the Police, B.S.F. or
C.R.P.F. The provision that[English]

Hthe suitable candidate belonging to

SC & ST are not available, the seat will be

treated a de-reserved

( Translation]
should be cancelled. We had planned an
expenditure of Rs. 130 cror" but now it has
been reduced to As. 10 erore8 and this was
done out of the welfare Ministe"', budget.
We had decided to have a legislation for
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various parts of the country, etc.

reservation. There have been several discussions on the the subject of reservation. If
has been alleged that it has encouraged
casteism. Has it really encouragedcastei~m?
Is casteism a product of these times?
Casteism has been existing in this country
for thousands of years. We want to put an
end to casteism. It is a matter of pride that
along with backward classes the higher
castes also .came forward to break cast
barriers Buddhadld not belong to a backward
class. He was a king. a 'Kshatriya' But he
preached that everyone was equal irrespective of caste and Dr. Ambedkar was a
follower of Lord Buddha's philosophy
Oayananda Saraswati was a brahmin but he
was poisoned by another brahmin. Gandhi
was a 'vaishya' but he was killed by Nathu
Ram Godse. Dr. Ambedkarsignadthe paona
pact with Gandhiji in support of the latter's
stand. Viveknanda was a Kayastha but h
warned the upper castes to give the 'Shudras'
their rights or be epar d to fac dire cons9qu9nC9S. The C/ST ar9 not m9ant to b9
oppressed forev r. We should hav a clear
vision. The Cabinet had decided that
budgetary allocation would be made in proportion to the population of SC/ST in thi
country and thi amount would be spent on
them. In the name of Adivasi development
Rs. 1000 cror w re sp nt in th Fifth Flv
Y ar Plan, As. 5,000 crore wer spent in
the Sixth Five Year Plan and R . 10,000
crores w r spent in th Seventh Five Year
Plan. A total amount of Rs. 16,000 crore
have been spent und r thi head but not
even 16,000 Adiva is hay been brought
overthe poverty line. When a burglarventur
out to steal he carri a piece of bread in his
pocket to engage the dogs; while he st a .
The dogs eat the bread. Nobody knows how
this amount of Rs. 16,000 erores was spent.
We want that a legislation should be introduced in this regard to en ure that Irrig tion
projects schools and hospitals would be t
up only in areas inhabited ~ Adiva is. Just
by constructing a n ional highway we cannot in any way, fulfiHourcommitment towards
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Adivasis. Adivasis, who in remote areas,
have nothing todo with highways. During the
last session, when the Labour Minister Shri
Suman said that a legislation for reservation
1991 was to be introduced, we were overwhelmed by this news. The objective of this
legislation was to clear the backlog of posts
under the reserved category and it was to be
moved on the very first day of the Session.
But the Bill has not been introduced till now.
A legislation to this effect is already in existence. In this context, we had wanted that
the entire backlog be cleared within a fixed
lime-frame. It is said that reservation should
be based on economic criteria. Let us first fill
up the 22 1/2 % vacancies and then consider
economic criteria. But only eight candidates
were attracted including rich and poor. If
economic criterion are applied in such cases,
it

construction labour is ready. Today there is
a lot of bonded labour in this country 99% of
the bonded labour consists of backward
classes including Scheduled Castes. We
said that a Commission would be formed for
the same. That matter is also ready to be
taken up. We have always held the opinion
that until the D.M. and S.P. are made responsible in cases of atrocities ... (Interruptions) Such an incident would not have
accured if the S.P. is suspended or discharged. This is not a party-based issue.
Therefore it should not be given political
colour. Every issue should not be politicised.
The Fatehpur incidents occured on 5th, 6th
and 7th and on 11th, orders were given to
attach the property. On 22nd a case under
Section 302 was registered against him.
When we were in the Treasury Benches,
Shri Rajiv had gone there. Why couldn't he
go to a place where 13 'Dalits' were killed.

(Interruptions)

17.00 hrs.
would mean depriving the present lot of
reservation. That is why I said that our intention should be clear before taking any
step ... (Interruptions) I was saying that the
quota to be filled through reservation should
be enforced through law. Now I come to
labour participation in management. On one
side there is money and on the other side
there is sweat and toil. A person who makes
shoes goes barefoot himself. Labourers who
help in the construction of houses do not
have a house of their own. Farmers who
produce foodgrain do not have food to eat.
We brought a Bill towards labour participation in managemAnt Labour and management
should have equal rights so that profits and
losses can be shared e~ually. That Bill is
pending. Your Gove·rnm~nt is in power. If
yo intention is clear then let this Bill be
passed in the Rajya Sabha where it is currently under consideration. We were going
to frame a law for farm labours and the Bill is
in the labour Ministry. This and a Bill on

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please don't give any
reply.
SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: I am
concluding my speech. During my period of
Ministership I had talked of setting up a
special court in each district. Where atrocities are committed. I understand that these
courts have been set up in 425 out of 450
districts. I hope you would have deputely set
upthese courts. I have a suggestion regarding
land reform laws. A Bill was introduced in the
House that land reform laws would be included in the Ninth Schedule of the constitution and this was done.

17.04 hrs.
[MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER in the Chair]
The legislation relating to land reforms
cannot be introduced until land tribunals are
made and poor people are involved in the
process. This is not a party-based issue. I
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"

would like to say 1ha11here are two schools
of thought. One is of violence and the other
of non-violence. The latter is the way of
Parliamentary democracy. If the path of non violence is abandoned the path of violence
will naturally be adopted. Today there is
politiical awareness among the poor ~ Due to
the social awareness, now he had stood
against slavery, he opposes bonded labour
and raises his voicefor his rights. Mr. DeputySpeaker, Sir, the difficulty in this country is
that those who have rights they do not have
work to do and those who have work have no
rights. The person who works, is considered
insignificant, he has no dignity. Therefore,
this House, which is supreme should take
this matter seriously. We have this right. We
have worked for their welfare. Whether it
was Belchhi incident in 1977 during the
Janata Party rule or whether it concerns Shri
Jaipal Singh whom we supported and in the
opposition today or others, but so far as the
matter of oppressed, backward and minorities is concerned we have always worked for
them. Therefore, my submission to you is
that party politics should not be involv,ed in
this matter. Strict action should be taken
against the acused in this connection, no
matter if he is Ramvilas, or any of our other
close relatives, Janata Dal worker, Congress
Party wcrker or any other person. Nothing
should be patched up to protect a person in
the name of any political party or politics.
Chaudhary Sahib, Sumanji and others are
present here, if a single member proves that
the person killed was a criminal, the Government may punish even the rest of his
family members. He was an honest man, a
sincere party leader. Dertadin, whose brother
was murdered was asked that since the
killers were apprehended he may identify
them. Rakeshji is present here, he must be
knowing the factual position. But he was
taken there and hit by bullets. In that situation if any attempt is made to protect the
administration then through you I would warn
the House that Phoolan Devi was born here,
in this country only, Mohan Bind was also

born here. A girl of 16 .. 17 years of age only,
the widow, whose husband has bean killed
is grief stricken. If she is not confident that
killers of. his husband have been punished ,
her child may choose a wrong path to take
revenge. I would urge the Government that
the officer responsible for the whole incident
should be arrested, a case should be registered under section 302 and compensation
of two lakh rupees should be given to each
victim, and the Government of Uttar Pradesh
should also be dismissed. With these words
I thank you for the opportunity you provided
me to speak.

SHRI UDAY PRATAP S ,I NGH
(Mainpuri): Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I am
greatful to you that you gave me an opportunity to express my views on this important
issue. There is no doubt that atrocities are
being committed on Harijans and I fully agree
with Shri Paswan that we should rise above
the party politics to think over this matter. I
fully honour the .Adjournment Motion which
has been accepted by you and would like to
submit that the matter has already been
raised in the Uttar Pradesh legislative Assembly and discussion over it also took
place. After that an enquiry was held there.
Just now, Paswanji said that the SSP should
be suspended and another, speaker pointed
out that mere suspension of SSP won't get
any results. The Chief Minister of the State
has made it clear in his statement that action
would be taken in accordance to the decision taken after the enquiry is completed. I
don't know why facts are mutilated. Just
now, Paswanji asserted that they were not
involves even in a single criminal incident.
Sofar as I know, my information is absolutely
correct and those persons were not of good
character, through it is very wrong to kill them
in this manner... (Interruptions) Mr. Deputy
Speaker, Sir, still I am speaking ... (Interruptions) I would like to urge the hon.
Members that an enquiry has already been
ordered ... (Interruptions)
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SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: Mr. Deputy
Speaker, Sir, it is very important to note.
What Shri Udai Pratap Singh intends to say
that those who were killed were criminals.
SHRIUDAI PRATAP SINGH: No, I have
not said this ... (Interruptions)
"

SHRIMATI SUBHASHIN I ALI (Kanpur):
The question is, what does he want to say?
Has he come to argue in favour of the police?

SHAI R.N. RAKESH: Mr. Deputy
Speaker, Sir, I have my point of order. In
regard ~o the submission of the han. Member
that they were not of good character, he has
If this attitude is
no
proof.
adopted .•. (lnt9"Uptions) ... The Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh himself has stated that
32 criminal cases have been filed against
him. He should speak only what is
correct ... (Interruptions)
SHRIMATI SUBHASHINI ALI: My submission in this regard is that the statement
given In this regard should be recorded and
people of Uttar Pradesh should know what
attitude does the Janata Dal (S) adopts
towards the Harijans? Whom police has hit
by bullets. This matter should be
investigated. (Interruptions)
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Udal Pratapjl,
please sit down. You have observed the
feelings of the House. You must think and
weigh your words before you speak.
( Intenvptions)

SHRI UDAY PRATAP SINGH: I am In
my senses while saying so. (/ntenuptions)
SHRI SATYNARAYAN JATIYA (Ullaln)=
Even afteraaying 0, you submit that you are
in senses, and whatever you are speaking is
absolutely correct.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The problem

rises when the discussion on those matters
Is held here and about which the State
Government has the Information and it becomes
very
difficult
situation
when ... (Interruptions)
SHRI SHARAD YADAV (Budaun): Mr.
Oeputy Speaker, Sir, my only submission is
that whatever the hon. Member has stated
and what most of the Members of the House
in regard to CID .•. (Interruptions) hon.
Members are new. Persons who were killed
ere members 01 Congress Party living in
the neighbourhood. r request that it should
be expunged from the records. Whoever the
victims were ... (Interruptions)
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER; Please take
your seat. H it can be recorded, it will be
recorded and if it cannot be recorded then it
will not be recorded in proceedings of the
House. I have a leng list, if interruptions
continue in this manner the members will not
get time to speak.
Whatever you want to say, please say In
your speech. If you are not allowed, don't try
to interrupt, otherwise many of you will not
get time to speak. Hence, please help me in
this connection.
SHRI UDAY PRATAP SINGH: Mr.
Deputy Speaker, Sir, I would like to submit
that I have not stood to speak in favour of
committing atrocities on Harijans. I do agree
that nothing can be more unfortunate that
the fact such incidents take place even after
forty years of independence. However, as I
have already submitted that I am not In
favour of the matter related to Uttar Pradesh
to be discussed in the House. The same
matter has already bee~ discussed in the
State Assembly and assurances have been
given there, compensation of Rs. 25.090/has been given to each person, land has
been allotted to them and above all an enquiry
has been ordered. Sri Mulayam Singh has
clearly stated that those who will be found
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guilty, will not be spared, there can be no
doubt In It. But the matter of regret is that
whenever any such incident takes place
facts are mutilated to get political benefit out
of it The incidents which took place on Oct.
30 and Nov. 2, and after that, will bacon ..
aid.red as atrocities. Who;s responsible for
that? (Interruptions) You have always remained united and will remain so. Yours is a
trang case. You were united aarlier also
and ar • now also. We congratulate you for
thi and also praise your wisdom. But I would
like to know whether atrocities have not been
committed on the Harijan in Himachal
Prad ,h? (Interruptions) Ar such things
not taking place in Bihar, Madhya Pradesh
and Andhra Pradesh also? (/nt9ffuptions)

SHRI RAJENDRA AGNIHOTR I
(Jhansi): I am on a point of order. I would like
to a k the han. Member to give proof also, if
he levels allegation against anyone... (Interruptions)

[English]
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: This I no
point of order. please sit down now.

[ Translation]
SHRI UDAV PRATAP SINGH: Mr.

Deputy Speaker, Sir, what happened In
Pitnagarh in Bolangir district of Orissa on
27th November? A harijan woman was in..
lulted. (/nts"uptlons) I only .want to say that
this case •.. (Interruptions)

SHRI SRIKANTA JENA (Cuaadc): This
Incident has not taken place In Orl8sa.
Whatever has happen d, it has happened in

your constituency and in the constltu.ncy of
Shri eal Gopel Mlahra.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: P..... addr... the Chair.

SHRI UDAV PRATAP SINGH: My Submission is that it is wrong that uch 8tJoCitie
on harijans are taking place ev.rywh.....
(Int9"uptions)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: PI 58 ad·
discussion
can be peaceful.
dress the Chair. Only then th

SHAI UDAY PRATAP SINGH: I object

to the way this incident Is being given a
political colour and all the wrong facts are
being put forward.

[English]

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Again you
are addressing the audience. If you address
the Chair. you will not have difficulty.
[ Trans/ation]

SHRI UDAY PRATAP SINGH: Hon.

Deputy Speaker. Sir. 1agree with Shri Paswan
on whatever he said about th role of the
media and the role of the imperiali m and
Jaudalists. But one thing has to be seen
whether only one party is responsible for
improving all these things. Is it not our responsibility also? Do we not have faith in
Buddha and Ambedkar. Are we against the
poor. Just now, Shrimati Subhashini Ali wa
saying that you should tell your earlier party
also ... (Interruptions)
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You are again
inviting trouble.

SHRI UDAY PRATAP SINGH: In the

end. I would like to aupmit that such matters
should be seriously investigated and no one
will agree that benefit should be taken out of
such matters on party basis by giving them
a political colour. I object the way this issue
Ii being used to bring down the Government
of un. Pred..h. Sir. only tht much I hay
to ..y.
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SHRI HAAISH BAWAT: Hon. Deputy
Speaker, Sir, I agree with my close friend
Shri Ram Vila,s Paswan that if atrocities are
committed on the people belonging to
scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tribes ... (Interruptions)
MA. DEPUTY SPEAKER: What are you
doing. How can the discussion go on with
your running commentary.
SHAI HAAISH AAWAT: I agree with
Shr; Ram Vilas Paswanthatsuch an incident
should be considered as an incident of national importance by 'rising above the party
politics. The incident of Chaura took place on
14th of January and the guilty should be
given stringent punishment. Mr. Deputy
Speaker, Sir, if it Is proved that the Govern~
ment or the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh
has shown slackness or has connived or has
tried to give shelter to the culprits or has not
taken immediate steps to punish them, I
have no objection. if the state Government is
dismissed, as demanded by Shrl, Ram Vilas
Paswan here. But it should be proved first.
Double standards can not work in such
matters. I am not an admirerof Shri Mulayam
Singh Yadav. (Interruptions)
SHRIRAJVEER SINGH: But you are a
supporter. Is it true? (Interruptions)
SHAI HARISH RAWAT: t have atten ..
tively read that proceeding of the Uttar
Pradesh legislative Assembly (Int9rruptions)
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please keep
quiet. If you go on making a commentary
from your seat, you will receive counter
replies and the speech of your own party
Member will be interrupted.

(Interruptions)
SHAI HAAISH RAWAT: Mr. Deputy
Speaker. Sir, I have gathered from that
proceeding, that the Uttar Pradesh Gov·

ernment made every effort to punish the
gUilty, after it came to know aboutthe incident.
I would like to urge to Shri Ram Vilas ji that
I can understand his pain and grief, while he
was referring to the incident of Chaura, but
he should have been equally pained, when
he got the news of massacre of Harijans in
Masaudhi village in Bihar.
SHAI RAM VILAS PASWAN: You have
not heard. but I have mentioned about that
incident also. (Interruptions)
SHRt HARI$H RAWAT: Mr. Deputy
Speaker, Sir, I am pained to see that a young
person believes in such double standards.
As his leader believes in double standards,
he has also become habitual of maintaining
double standards (lnd it ,is the reason behind
his accusing Shri Mulayam Singh ji after the
Chaura inCident, but leaving Shri Laloo
Prasad Yadav after the Masaudhi incident.
( Interruptions)
SHRIRAMVILAS PASWAN:Mr. Deputy
Speaker, Sir, let me clarify in one minute. As
Shrl Rawat has taken my name, I would like
to tell him for his information that while I was
speaking, he was nQt present here. Where
on one hand, I has accused the Uttar Pradesh
Government for Chaura Incident, on the other
hand, I held the Congress responsible for
Masaudhi Incident in Bihar. If you do Inot
have the details, you should get them first H
you want, I can give the name also, but in the
best interest of Parliamentary traditions, I will
not disclose the name. (Interruptions)
SHRI HARISH 'RAWAT: Hon. Deputy
Speaker, Sir, Shri Ram Vilas Paswan has
been a very close friend of mine and is still
so. As a friend, I would like to tell him ...

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Rawatji, leave
this reference and say what you have to say.
You can take his name outside and maintain
your frienjship. but do not take it here.
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SHRI HARISH RAWAT: Mr. Deputy
Speaker, Sir, I am pained to take the name
. of my close friend, but with his party coming
to power, some people with such mentality
has come to power that due to them the
numberof incidents of atrocities on the people
belonging to the Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes has increased. From the
year 1977 to till this time there has been
increase In the incidents of atrocities on theharljans in Bihar.
Mr:. De uty Speaker, Sir, I do not intend
to accuse one ori the other Government. As
stated by our friend Shri Jagpal that for the
first time Independenc a mentality has developed that ho e who are paid salaries
from the exchequerforprotecting the harijans,
scheduled ea te and scheduled tribes
proved otherwi e. I agree with him on this
point. No one can ay that atrocities on the
Harijans tarted only after Shri Chandra
Shekhar assumed office of the Prime Minister.
During hi prada
sor Shrl V.P. Singh's
regim 00 many incidents of atrocities on
the Harijan took pi C8 in the country. In that
period rather mar people were killed in
different part
f th country. In his own
constituency th most heinous killings of

Harijans took PI

Mr.Oeputy

r,Slr,ldonotwantto
make any comm nt either on the hon.
Memberoron hi party, who has moved this
adjournment motion over which discussion
is taking pi
in this House because the
mentality of that P ~ ,..garding the welfare
of the Harljan and scheduled castes and
Scheduled Tribe Ia well known to all in the
country. I n ed not ten anything regarding
that Party' commitment and sympathy towards them. No on. has forgotten the
atrocitiescommitt recentty in Chittaurgarh
and the incld nt of Shivapuri in Madhya
Pradesh where the women were denuded
and made to dane. That Party is ruling in
both the Stat s whe, such shameful inci-

dents took place.
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I want to say that it is not necessary to
censure the Chandra Shekhar Government
but we should condemn the mentality which
causes the atrocities on the Harijans and for
that act which aims at dividing the opinion of
this House for the political mifeage, which
has always been unanimous with regard to
checking the atrocities on them. The very
mentality of providing protection to such
bureaucrats who prove instrumental in oppres .. ing the poor and waker sections of the
society should be condemned. Shri Pa wan
has said that they had allocated rupees 110
crores for the Harijans in the wake of
Ambedkar-birth centenary ... (Interruptions)
He has prepared a long lis.ts of programmes
which they prepared to launch for their welfare. But everyone knows in the country that
no provision has been made for such thing
and their claims are nothing but lip sympathy. I would like to request the hon. Minister
to state whether there is any such budgetry
provision as the same budget, as had been
presented by the previous government, is
continuing. It might be that Shri Chandra
Shekhar and Shri Dev; Lal have misued As.
110 crores which was allocated in the budget. So I am interested to know as to how and
where that amount has been utilised. In case
nO,such provision was made in the budget. I
would request Shri Paswan to divulge the
truth to make the record straight if he had not
made false statement. I need not state the
role of the Congress because everyone in
the country knows it. Now the question of
change in the mentality has been raised. If
Shri Paswan would go Into the history as to
who and which party had made efforts in this
regard during he period of freedom struggfe,
he will find that none of the parties except
our party i.e. the Congress Party, barring a
few persons who earlier belonged to our
party, had worked for the emancipation of
the Harijans. I would like to remind brother
Gangwarji to glance at his Party lists in which
he will find hardly any name who might have
worked f9r the welfare of the
Harijans ... (1nt8ffuptions) It was only the
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ISh. Hariah R w t]
Con;r s p rty led by GandhlJl, Indirajl or

oth r , which ha
Iw y
tood by the
H rij n . Ev n tcd y I can mphatically say
that it I only the Congre Party which i

ev r ready to m
ny orifice for th
cause of the H rij n • w If reo I want to say
that the n ur motion h been moved In
th Hous with political motive by such
party which do no
II ve t II In th
wettar of th H rljan . Th nk you.

despit th fad that he was an architect of
the con titutlon.
In 1952 laction, some of the thinker

like Shrl Hir n Mukherjee, Shrl C.D.
Deshmukh, Acharya Kripalani, Shri Nar ndr ...
Deo and Dr. Kamath for whom Jawarh r L I
Nehru had great respect, were el ct d to
Lok Sabha. They were supported by th

cO

re s and they did not put any c ndidate

In t them. Thu they were provided n
opportunity to p rtlelpate In the deb t of
thl Hou . The Congress was a major p rty
t th t tim • J wahar Lalji had gr t r
for Dr. Ambedk r also. Therefore,
m
ood philo ph r and thinkers w re elect d
to the parliament of this country.

The H rlJan hav been subj cted to
atroeitie inc long. Mere talk of uplift in
them will not do. We hall have to tak som
solid tep for them. After a fa y r of
independence som

reformative

nd progr
Iv mov m nt were launc ad. M •
hatm G ndhl who was a reformis t rt

th Khadi-Gr mo ayog campai n. N

At roclti are committed whef .they try
their h ada against the traditional

to ral

t-up of our eel ty. I do not know much

about Punjab but I hay per onal knowledge
about Rajasthan, Gujarat, Madhya Prade h

tc. Wh nev rthe Harijans hay raised their
voice g In t the traditional social, s t-up
th y haye 8uprre edt They h ve been
vlctimi ad whenev.rthey hay triad to com

at par with oth.r eI..... of

IOC

ty. They

have alway bien exploled for the polltiQl

mile
only. W.
celebrating birth centenary Of Dr. Ain~. But the Cong

did not

portr... in

• the trouble to unveil

c.nt,al H

during

' .....

then m of the emo"ementsonly ot
ught. Each political feader tries hi b
gr
H rija" vote . Many han. Member
m y not gre with me on what I am going to
y bout th Poon Pact which caused
division mon H rijan . But today, what i
th ir pollet· I entity. They have got th fcility of the political re ervation p ovlded In
the constitutl!ln. Ex pt that they have got
nothing. Evan after 43 years of independenc
they hay neither any property nor Jobs and
th y have not even acured a respedable
po ition In the loci tv. This i the greatnes
of Dr. Ambedkar and Mahatma Gandhi who
provided them least the right to vote and

they are taken call of. ~ jUlt bacau o! .
that. When the diacunlon aboUt the .roci· .
ti on the Harijana is t~ pa..c. tod~,
tho • who poI. themHIV
•• gre.t
guy•.• (In,.".."."..,
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elude your speech now. The talk of future or
past will not solve the problem. Do not make
your speech lengthy.

SHRI KAILASH MEGHWAL: Mr. Deputy
Speaker. Sir. I did not intend to speak on this
, issue but my party sent my name.'Leaderof
our party urged me to speak on this. That fs
why I am peaking on this topic. I would have
spoken more on this but time i limited.
Therefore, I -conclude my speech.

A,

SHRI GANGA CHARAN LODHI
(Hamirpur): Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir. In
Pr
arh. thirte n peopJ belonging to
Pa I communi and thr
from Kurmi
community wer killed coli dlv Iy and these
murda , wer n8Ath r committed by the
peopl of ny particular community nor by
th people belong ng to high r ca te but
th
r killed by th mpJoyee of the

Gov rnm nt 0 that Stat •

TotJay, th Gov rnm nt
going to
eele rate the b rth centen ry of Dr. eab
S h b Bhimrao Ambedkar and the Govem·
ment of Uttar Pradesh ha given its first g.
to the poor and down trodden in the shap of
murd r of 13 Harijan. and 3 peopl from
backew rd cl ea by the Utt r Pradesh
po • Th I what w h v do for th
upliftment of the down trodden and we have
pre nted glimpse of it before th ()Ci ly. 1
regret to ay that the Chief Min)ste, of th
Stat has reward d he murda" r. d
t u
rov d th
police has don a
commendable 'ph.

, had been nslenjng to th view
pressed by my s nlOr eonegue Shri Rawatjl
and othe.... They hay tat.d that thi i
such a question 1.latal to th mantaDty.. J
want to uk them wheth r mentalitY is affected
in a day or in etaven months. It takes vear
together to build. mentaUty, thi I hundr d,
of years old. You hay ruled thl. countty or
forty Y'81'1 and you have played a vital rOle
in deteriorating the thinking of the people.

This is not the question whether Harijans or
people belonging to a particular community
have been killed. We do not want you to give
the Harijans or human being the status of
God but at the same tim. we would certainly
like that a human being should be tr.ated at
least like a human baing. In the history from
the day we became free till this date people
from various communitie have been killed
which Includes Hindus. Mulsims. people
belonging to higher castes and HariJan••
However, as and when killing have been
committed by pollee, Harijans, backward
classes and peopl belonging to minority
communities wer the victims and the people
belonging to higher castes wer not aff.cted~ ,
Thi repr. ents th system tha wa cr at d
centuria ago under which human being ,
belonging to lower ca te wefe forced to IIv
like animals. they were not allowed to sit with
the people 9f higher community. th wat r
nd food touched by them were not CX»pt~
able and under th same system th • kit·
ngs are taking place. To change that syitam
hen Raja Vi hw a h Pratap SinghJi triad
to implement the recomm ndation of th
andal CommsJon then our colleague
parted away from u and oday you ar
t8Jking 0 uplifting Harijan . We w ntto know
fro you a to why th p oportion of
erv tion hat wa
d p UCalSI for Harijan
41 y ar a 0, h nolbe n ttain IIl1dat .
Had you en ured 22 per cent r
rYation
than th on of Pa i d hat of a Harij
(BhangJ) would have
n ~.p.. and Collac'tor in Pratapgarh rid then no on. could h v
de d 0 murder th

r.
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he has played to prevent this massacre of
Harijans? Because if someone belonging to
Harijan community dies it is considered im·
material and no cog nizance i~ taken.
Whenever a pet dies the people weep. (Interruptions) The elected representative is
silently sitting on the Treasury
. Benches ... (/nterrupfions) ... People mourn
the deaths of their pets even but thirteen
Harijans have been killed. people belonging
to backward classess have been killed, but
, their representatives in this House remained
unmoved ... (Interruptions)
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Injustice is
not being done on the representative ...
( Interruptions)
You please conclude your stat,ement
quickly.

SHRI GANGA CHARAN LODHI: Mr.

Deputy Speaker, Sir, I am the youngest in
this House and the minimum, time is given to
me. When the senior speak, they are never
interrupted.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please forget
all these petty things.
SHRI GANGA CHARAN LODHI: Mr.
Deputy StJeakQr, Sir, in Pratapgarh thirteen
people belonging to Dalit community have
been killed. Passi community which is 'considered to be the lowest unit of Hindu society
and with whom people cannot sit and people
go to the extent of taking bath if his shadow
"falls on them, people of that community have
been killed. These killings have taken place
ever since Raja Vishwanath , P~tap Singh
has tried to make people revolt against the
prevaling system. He has put the flame a fire
in the hearts of the youth belonging to
backward classes to fight against this evil.
This message has reached upto the interior
of every village and every home. When the

Dalits and people belonging to backward
calsses started ,raising their voice against
this sytem, the people who have not yet
changed their way of thinking and who want
this system to continue tried to demoralise
the Dalits and Harijans by suppression so
that no one could dare to raise his
voice ... (Interruptions)
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, someone had
pointed out that some people have been
killed in Bihar too. I want to mention that in
Bopal on 23rd December the statue of Baba
Bhimrao Ambedkar has been demolished.
This demolition of statue has not only insulted
Baba Bhimrao Ambedkar but ,it has insulted
our Constitution also. With the demolition of
the statue of Baba Bhimrao Ambedkar, the
faith of the peQple in him becomes all the
more stronger; because he worked for the
upliftment of Dalits and backward people
and made the provision for reservations in
services etc for them. In this regard I want to
make a suggestion. The atrocities over
Harijans cannot be stopped till we change
the mentality of the people. To achieve it, it
is essential that all of us should make an
attempt unitedly to achieve it. For their personal security, the Government should give
Harijans free licences to keep guns so that
whenever any atrocities are committed on
tham by the police they can defend them ..
selves. As regards the question of suspending
the D.M. and the S.P" is concerned, a law
may be enacted to this effect that the D.M.
andtheS.P.ofthatdistrictwouldbed i~, m issed

if any killing of Harijans and Dali stakes

place their. Apart from this. I would also like
to say that the Government of India should
enact a law that the State in which atrocities
are committed on Dalits and people belong ing
to backward classes are massacred the Ch ief
Minister of that State shall be dismissed.
When there wilt be a provision for the dis·
missal of the Chief Minister. he will alwasys
keep in mind that atrocities are not commit ..
tad on Dalits and backward classes in his
state.
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Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, in the context
01 this happening I would like to urge that the
Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh should be
dismissed and in case the Government is
willing to celebrate the birth centenary of Dr.
Ambedkarin the real sense and want to give
a true shape to his dreams, the Chief M.inister
of Uttar Pradesh should be dismissed sothat
a precedent may be created. This will
'strengthen the faith of the Dalits and people
of backward classes In the Government.
With these words I conclude.
SHRI PREM PRADEEP (Nawada): Mr.
Deputy Speaker, Sir, the 14th January incident of Pratapgarh is heart-rending incident.
This incident ;s significant among the incidents of atrocities on scheduled castes. If we
go into the series of this incident, we find that
it is completely fabricated incident. Devtadeen
was a leader of the landless agricultural
labourers and he was organiser of these
labourers. It is widely known that he used to
struggle for them and he champ.ioned their
cause. He demanded land for their rehabilitation. He was a god for them in the real
sense of the term. That is why his name was
devtadeen.

A large number ·of such incidents have
been taking place in collusion with the police
in many States. It is not an isolated incident.
Devtadeen was taken away by the police
under the pretext that he had to identify the
dead body of his brother. Those. who had
come to attend his daughter's marriage. also
accompanied him. According to the police,
he was the gang leader and the leader of
criminals. Now the question arises as to
what was the charge against him? The charge
was theft of a jeep and r.rence has been
made abo at a Potice encounter. How can an
encounter take place for such a charge?
When does an encourter take place? It takes
place when the accused is in possession of
fire arms and assaults the police which should
also be armed. According to the CID report, .

the jeep was not damaged in any way. If a
daco.it is fleeing in a jeep, the police resorts
to indiscriminate firing and as a result the
vehicle he is riding is generally damaged, but
in this case the jeep was not damaged at all.
All the thirteen persons who were killed were
absolutely innocent. Is it not true that the
police officers who were first rewarded were
later suspended when the truth was revealed.
Both the actions are contradictory to each
other. On the one hand they are rewarded
and promotion is given to them, whereas on
the other hand. they are suspended. These
are contrary to each other and it proves that
everything is fabricated. 13 innocent persons
were murdered and even then the killers
were let free. They should have been prosecuted under section 302 of IPC and put
behind bars in chains. But instead of that,
they were rewarded. They were lat ~ r punished and put under suspens;'.)n. (Interruptions)
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, discussions
on these matters are frequently held here.
but the problem cannot be solved unless
basic reforms are broughtabout. When the
protector becomes predator, whom should
the scheduled castes trust? How can they
trust the police when police is involved in
mu,'ders and then tries to give excuses for
the crimes. If police officials are found guilty
in this case, they should be arrested and
prosecuted under section 302 of IPC.. Similarly. if FIR of cases about scheduled castes
is not filed. action should immediately be
taken against the guilty police officials. It has
also been revealed that FIR was .not registered in this case also. The compensation
given to the next of kin of the decased who
were members of scheduled castes is the
minimum. Why? Is the blood of the member
of scheduled castes cheaper? The judge of
AllahaPad High Court. Justice Anand Mulla •
had once made a very strong remarks against
the police. Pt. Jawaharlal had then remarked
as to what would be the image of Indian
police in foreign countries after such com-
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ments. Police is helpless and innocentl (Int.rruptlons)

Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I hail from
Bihar and there too an Incident has happened
recently. When persons belonging to
scheduled castes went to harvest th crop
for which they had toiled day and night, they
were aghast to see that the fields ha already
been cl arect. The land lord had harv sted
Iht crop during the night in collusion with the
police. Thi i a fact. I mean to say that all
the e ,"eld nts are related to land and where
innocent lives of members of the scheduled
castes and scheduled tribes are lost for land
dispute • that land should be forcibly given to
the scheduled castes. Unle s thi i d n ,
th prob m would not be olved. Court are
m ant for big landlords and not for farm
labour rs or persons belonging to scheduled
caste and scheduled tribr .

I would like to tell the friend who ar
.itt ng on th congress benches that th
candidate who lost to Shrl Nltish Kumar in
th Lok Sabha Elections was not permitted
to nterthe village by Harijans. That i a faot.
I would not name him h 10. E erybodyknows
him
1 .00

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I would 1iketo
!nform th ... hone ~1embers that I hav a 1ist of
20 Speaker on thi subject and therefore. I
au urg the Members that the point
which h v been raised by earlier speaker
shou not b repeated as it would not erve
ny purpo e. They should be brief and to th
nd try to conclude as soon a possible.

.AM AJIWAN (Banda): Mr.
Dei)Uh',l SC...,ef, Sir, I would try to be brief.
• the' h
n massacr of Harij ns in
Pratapg rh di trict of Uttar Pradesh also
in P tna and Begu arai district of Bih r. W

strongly condemn it. I fully agree with the
facts put forward by Shri Ram Vilas Paswan
and other hon. M mbars in connection with
the incidents in Pratapgarh district of Uttar
Pradesh. I would not like to go into fruther
details. All the Members have by and large
agreed with these facts. The suppressed
voice of Harijans, which was raised to vent
the feelings of Harijans is mainly responsible
for the mass murders of HartJans.
Thirteen Harijan wer killed In
Pratapgarh distrid of Uttar Pradesh. 12 of
them were Harijans and one we Kurmi.
Th re is need to correct the fact that h v
been given here. It has been aid that th
Chief Minister had distrlbuted the prize • I
would like to put the record straight by saying
that the Chief Minister did not giv away th
prizes. The prize were awarded by the I.G.
of Allahabad Zone. These awards wer giY n
w' hln two or three days. Therefore, th loG••
Allahabad is mainly responsible for it. H
should be immediately suspended. Th
House should unanimously raise its voice.
Tile role of the Chief Minister has also been
very vague. He took action. only when he
was forced, when the Bar Association of
. Pratapgarh district court boycotted the court
and th U.P. assembly was not allowed to
function for two consecutive days. C.I.O.
enquiry s ordered in the matter. When th
enquiryre It was submitted. again there
was no action on it. An agitation was launched
and Oharna was staged in Lucknow and only
then the concerned police officials wer
suspended. Now prosecution proceedings
have not been started. All the 13 Harijan
widows sat on a dhsrna outside the UP assembry and then after 3 days, th case was
filed. Now even though a case ha been filed
again t the ponce officIal. but there have
been no arr. s. I would like to submit that
the husbed voice which says that they were
not the men of good charater is helping thl
police offieial . That I why they are not
being arrested. Unles they are ar"9sted and
put behind the bars, no Government can
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give j__tlce to thelCheduled cast... All of us
thould agree to this fact. W should cut
acroa party affiliations in this matter. When
the ca hu bean flied, why ara arrests not
being made? I would like to submit that even
If arrests are mada. the case would not be
pursued In the right perspective, becausa
efforts ar being made continuously to protect the guilty policemen. I would request
Shrl Dine h Singh of Congre s, who f about
to speak, to demand th arr t of guilty
police official . Th J.G. Allahabad zone
hould be uspended from service. There I
none.dforsn nquJry. Manypeopl
yth
enquiry I still continu ng and no on kno
o how Ion
uJd t
or completion
01 enquiry. No m mbar of 'thil Hou
def1nandlng
nquiry,
who hou
mou th they hould be nt to JaB.
Gov mm n n po r houId
to nd th m to Jaillmm1ed1ldeIY
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: PJ a con·
clude. All the 8 points have If .tv
n

m

I

SHRI RAM SAJIWAN: Slr,lwllltak two
minute more. Infants and widow are
atarving to death. They should be given
compensation of at least R • 2 lakh • The
Chi f Mini ter has given them only R •
25.000. That i inad quat.. A legl latlon
should be enacted that the renef should be
paid to them directly by the Central Gov·
. emment. Whenever there are atrocities on
harljans In tutur ,th Central Government
should provide help and the Stat. Govem-

ment hould not be trusted. The Chief Minister is dam ant. Shri V.P. Singh had a
gone there. I would like to ubmit here that if
Shri Cftandra Shekhar g088 there and wipe
the t ara of the widow. their morale wou1d be
boosted. Shri V.P. Singh hadtoquite~.v..
of the ealtatlon against Mandai Cornm
Newr before had 10 many Innocent IiY
n IoIt
during th period. If th Oh
Iter ,...lgn8 because of the kli. of
harijanl• .,y Other Chi.f Minister would f

that In ,uch. a casa he would be directly held
•
resP,Onsible for it. I am not bringing politics in
it. Shri Dlnesh Singh can say at least thi
much that we should learn from past expe- .
riance of atrocities. I doubt it very much if ".
would say that. He would not. If harljan ar

shot down, he will continue to support this

government. I would say in the and that
harijans should be helped to the maximum
extent.
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[Sh. Ram Krishan Yadav]
people are the real country. Unless power
goes into their hands no welfare of the poor
will be done. Undoubtedly, atrocities would
continue to be committed on the people of
scheduled castes and scheduled tribes.
Those who have manpower should have got
the money power. People of scheduled
castes are the work-force of the country.
They are hard working. They work as labourer
in the villages. They have manpower but not
money. Money has coneent rated in the
hand of Tatas, Birlas and Goyankas.
Fedualistic powers want to exploit the country
by way capturing poli!ical power and money
power. Social power should go into the hand
of those who are patriots whereas in our
country it is in the hands of traitors. The
Government as well as the administration
are responsible for these killings. Those who
are in favour of Brahminism and autocracy
are fascist and they do not like the poor and
Scheduled Castes to rise. Dr. Bhimrao
Ambedkar brought social and political
awareness among them and they are becoming more and more politically aware.
They are becoming more and more conscious
about their self respect nowadays. The
revolutions which took place in the world
were not for food, cloth and shelter but for
dignity. honour and self respect. Today the
people of scheduled castes do not talk of
food cloth and shelter, they want their share
In the Government and administration. They
r r. ISing their voice against feudalism,
J:l ....... ~minism . All those who beHeve in au~
~ ....#. feudalism, whether it is the Gov-rnment of Laloo Prasad Yadavor Mulayam
Singh Yadav, sympolise caste system. That
.' . is why atrocities are being committed on
Harijans. My submission is that unless there
is participation by scheduled castes as the
Government and administration and unless
a person belonging to scheduled caste be
comes the Prime Minister of the country, this
problem is not goin to be solved. Those who

are responsible for such system, should be
punished.
SHRIVAMANRAOMAHADIK(Bombay
South Central}: Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir,
none of the speakers has suggested any
solution to this problem in their speeches.
Mr. Deputy Speaker. Sir, a great concern
has been expressed about~he injustice done
to the backward classes in l)ttar Pradesh but
nobody has shown any sympathy for the
people who had gone to Uttar Pradesh in
support of the demand to construct Ram
Mandir. Saddam Sahib rejected the whole
world, when people of Iraq ~ere in distress
we expressed our deep concern , but no
concern or sympathy was shown when
Hindus were being gunned down in Kashmir
or Punjab. I am referring to it because the
creators of casteism and religious fanaticism
are there but not those who can solve the
problem. Everybody feels pity to see a naked
beggar but nobody gives cloth to him or even
talks to him. Nobody gives food to the hungry. Everybody feels pity for the person who
has no house to live but none provides him
shelter. Medicine is required to cure the
ailment not the sympthy. An iIIitrate man is
pitied upon ny everybody but nobody tries to
educate him. Today the situation in
Rameshwar is tense, bombs are taken to
Ayodhya. Shri Yashwant Rao Chauhan advocated that atleast one person should be
given employment from among those
familities, which do not have even a single
bread earner. The Government must formulate economic policy to eradicate the
poverty of the scheduled castes and
scheduled tribes if this is done, poor will get
protection.
Mr. Deputy~Speaker, Sir, the Adjournment Motion brought today has a political
motive. It was proposed that discussion
should be held under Rule 193. We tend to
look at it with hatred. But this Motion is also
politically motivated due to which Members
are likely to revolt against it. We generally
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practise "Manas; Anyat, Vachasi anyat,
Karyam anyat." However we must reject
what is wrong. We associate Baba Sahib
Ambedkar with the poor.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please con~
elude it, and speak on the other isssue.
SHRI VAMANRAO MAHADIK: Shri
Ramvilas Paswan referred to the riots which
took place in Maharashtra at the time when
a demand was made to name the
Marathwada Vidyapeeth as Baba Sahib
Ambedkar University instead of Marathwada
University. People of both the castes were
killed in these riots. Had Baba Sahib been
alive he would have been di tressed to see
the incident and advised them no to indulge
in such incidents. My submission is that a
solution to this problem will have to be found
out.

SHRIMATI SUBHASHINI ALI: Mr..
Deputy Speaker, Sir, today we are discussing
the issue of atrocities being committed on
Harijans, we are ashamed of the incidents
which took place recently in Uttar Pradesh
and Bihar. As per the report of scheduled
castes and scheduled tribes commission
which is likely to be published soon. there
are some states in the country where maximum incidents of atrocities on Harijans and
Adivasis take place. Madhya Pradesh is on
the top, then comes Bihar and then Uttar
Pradesh. We are not concerned asto which
party rules in which State. The main thing is
that we have such social system in North
India. In my opinion even today feudalistic
powers are dominating in orth India par~
ticularly in the rural areas. Even today land~
. lords exploit the people belonging to scheduled castes and prevail upon the and that is
why feudalistic mentality is seen in this region
of the country. Even people in other regions
too have not remained unaffected and similar
incidents take place there also. The matter of
concern in this House today is that the protectors have become the eaters. The killers
will have to be identified who reduced ten
persons of Pasi Caste to get into a jeep
~here three persons of Kurmi caste were

Scheduled Castes in 590
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already there, they killed them brutally saying that they all were dacoits. I regret and
also feel ashamed that an hon. Member of
the House very simply says that they were
not of good character. This is not the way to
express one's own opinion on such a grave
issue.

. The issue offeudalism and land reforms
is a major issue before us. It is no only for the
hen. Members of this House but also for the
people involved in political activities all over
the country should think seriously over this
issue. It ;s not a chance that this type of
incidents do not take place in West Bengal
and Kerala. The reason is that the poor in
these States are organised . They fought
long battles against feudalism and weakened
its roofs. They got fand distributed facility.
They did not beg mercy from others or did not
seek anybody's help. Rather they choose
their own Govern ment and provided strength
Governmentthrough Political consciousness
and distributed land by snatching it from
'Zamidars'. They made themselves capable
of that so that they could protect themselves
and protect the honour of their family members such steps should be taken at national
level.
.
What are the reasons responsible for
incidents that took Place in Bihar. The crores
of landless people in Bihar are getting
themselves organised. We may have politi..
cal differences with the I.P.F, but it is a full
that the landless people are carrying out
their massive struggle against the landlords
in many part~ of the State under the lead·
ership of eith~r the I.P.F, the C.P.I or the
C.P.I (M). Now the State Government will
have to decide as to when it would extend its
support? I expect that the State Government
would support the poor in case it wnnts to
maintain its existence or safeguard its future.
Besides, there is an age old practice in which
the feudal lords of the viI/ages join hands
with all political parties and try to remain in
power. This practice will have to be aban-
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doned. The Government of Bihar will have to
decide to support this poor and I hope that it
would not spar. the Zamldars and other
people who are committing atrocities on
th

m.

Now tet m. ay a few words about the
Iltuation prevailing In Uttar Pradesh. I am
very sorry to stat that th pre ent Chief

Mini r of the Stata, when the Congress
Party was In power, cam. on as a great
warrior and fought a long battl against th
n Congre Chief Min· ter by levelling
charge agalost him that h w g tting th
rki
by poli
ndt rmingthe m
ncounter. But today
find that
hri ulayam Singh is not capable to I arn
good h reg rom oth rs bUt
v ry 0
for b h nd in laming
d thing .. Wh
h
ned In Utt Pradesh tocl ? It i
m It r 0 great shame. I aJ came to kn
that v r of h· col
u.s re also involved inth tirutal kiDing . The only reason
hind thi kHling w th t they had political
rivalry ith the pee • whom they got killed
by t pollee. In th villag in Pratapgarh
d triel Devta Din was C.P.I. worker. A few
go, hi broth r was also killed. It is a
that th
peopl wef organising th
poor peep in th village. and fighting
ttle gain the 'Zamida '.These Zamid
beCome all in all of every PartY. They become
all In all of the party whichever come into
r. This th ideology of our country
and our society. At the instance of thes
zamid r th polie col18ct$ 14 pee
n
PI1 text or th other and kill them fa er
n u th r be ny more shameful thing
oraorrowful matt rfor our country and society
fianth! on ?Tha whyw had ra""IPWI,,·..._
point tn th Pam ment ry Committ
nd
ked the hon. Prim Minist r to give
report about this Incident occurred In Utt r
Prad sh. In h re.,tv th hon. Prim. Minister
Cays th t the word aoclafi t ha been written
again t the nama of his party. In this connee-

tion I would Uke to till these leaders to f••,
little bit of shame and remove the word
socialist from their party is name. At least
they should not defame the word sociali t.
On the one have we have this Prime Minister
who goes to 8aUla every other dav to attend
the marriage ceremonies of his nephews.
But he does not have that much time to go to
Pratapgarh where 14 people were done to
death and console the widows. TOdav. if
somebody say that I 'Casteism I diminishing in the country, he will be sur.pri d to
know that casteism is being used a apon
to fight cast ism. It is a very dangerou
phenom non. It' re ults could b v ry
dangerou • Today, for transf rring an
individual athOl trict Ma istrat of
district. the
t to which he
cart nad first. A few day
A.S.P. wa PQSted in AJigarh.
n

tothis B.J.P. upportars who htd crooodil

ta

th

stag d dh rn in Aligarh th~
nin
hey would not 110
Harij n A.S.P

ent r Aligarh. It h

become the

our political I aders of North Indi

c

0

who .

SHRI SANTOSH KUMARGANGWAR:
Is the, any prof of what he so up? .
SHRIMATJ SUBHASHINI All: You will
gat the proof.. A dharna was taged there on
thJ point and the dhama was staged under
the
., leadership of onG of their gn~at leader
'.
a .n
posting
h AS P. (Inte"".,.

tiDn

."

Jike this,
Naik Saheb. Your name is also, there in th
list 0 ,
t n

SHRIMATI UBHASHINI ALI: It i a
question of p yCh • It i not the question of
party politics. I have already said that feudal
ideolog.y and the f.udal Lords them •• tve
are trying to dominate .very party. The partlet

*'
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also hould try not to be influenced by them.
Just ee, ther are 'Rajas' in every party. I
would like to make an appeal to all to put an

nd to thi and unite for building a new
ystem in the society. Land will be distributed
under thi new system. Then only feudalism
will come to an end. It will be buried in th
graveyard for all time to come. Then only all
th s problems will be olved and atrocitle
on Harijans will com to an end. With these
word I conclude.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Kumari Um

Bhar ti.

SHRI RAM NAIK (Bomb y North): Mr.
uty Speaker, Sir, just now an honelady
mber I v lied seriou charge
gainst
our p ny. In this connection I would lik to
y thl much that h r charg s are totally
f i n d bas las . On behalf of my par1Y J
uk! like to s y thl much in th Hou .

M . DEPUTY SPEAKER: Kum r; Ums

Bh ratio

[English)
HRIMATI SUBHASHINI ALI: I tand
by my
t ment and if you so wi h. I will
P'Ovid all the proof nece aary.

( Translation]
Th reforether i no need for you to say
nythlng in this , rd or get provoked.

SHRI MADAN LAl KHURANA (South
not given any contr to her

Ihi): W. ha

to provid us proof.

DEPUTY SPEAKER: UmaBharatW
you I • to apeak or not?

please provide an oppQrtunJly to.me allo to
speak. I have given nature of calling •
tantion Motion. I do not Interrupt ny body.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: PI
her peak. Thereafter I shall gJv you tim •
When I have sid. I will give you tim • But
how to give tim to v ry n at th
m
time. It is not pos ibl . If I t II you to CIOmpl
your spe ch within two minut t I
completed th
m in two minot only.
Uma Bharatiji, you hay
k forS mi ut •
time. Please complete your
w hin 5
minut only.
SHRI KHEMCHA

CHA DA: Thank you.

AI

( '
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The entire incident of taking away DeYla
Din and 10 others and shooting them dead,
clarifies one thing that people our country
inspite their acquiring hig~er education can't
tolerate that the Harijans should prosper.
These highly educated people somehow or
the other expose their frustration.

If a person' belonging to upper castes
commits an offence, his major offence is also
projected as a very minor offence. But it is
not the case with the people belonging to
lower castes, even their minor offences are
highlighted as major offences. People feel
that it Is the upper castes who can only share
the reward of virtue. Further more it is the
upper caste people who have tight to commit
offences. If person belonging to upper castes
commits even major offence, there are people
to protect him. There is the police to come to
take his side. There have been instances in
several plac $ in which crminals involved in
murders have been seen going to police
stations and taking tea with the police officers. On the contrary if a person b longing to
lower castes commits even a petty offence,
he is being questioned as to how he d red to
commit even minor offenCe. It mean that it
is only the upper caste peo Ie who have a
right to do anything and v ,rything. t is only
they who can perform r f'fiiou<l rituals and
every other thing. But a minor offence committed by people belonginn to lower castes
cannot be tolerated and that is what has
been proved by the incident in Pratapgarh.
• Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I met Shri
Devta Din's widow. Shri hersetf told me that
they alongwith their relatives were warming
up themselves besides the fire. At night,
some policemen came. The policemen inform~d the people sitting there that the assailant of Shri Devta Dints brother had to be
identified. When Shri Devta Din got up to
accompany the police, the lattettold him that
he should not go atone and should ask few

others to accompany him, lest it should be
very late in the night. He took 10 of his
relatives with him and the next day the people
saw their dead bodies only. From the above
state of affairs one thing has become clear
that after the Ayodhya incident the Uttar
Pradesh administration, especially the Uttar
Pradesh police has become very audacious
and insolent. Besides, the manner in which
these people were killed, it seems that the
criminals have no fear. They think that they
can commit any type of crime an escape.
They can receive protection from the administration. This point ha~ been proved
when these people were given away reward
by the Inspector General of Polk~e.
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, from the above
course of events, one thing has clearly been
proved that nobody is safe in the regime of
Mulayam Singh's Government. As such,
there should be a judicial iniquiry into the
incident. Besides, the police personnel who
have absconded should be apprehended
and punished. Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, the
people who were killed in the encounter
were killed unnecessarily. The property of
these people, who are absconding should
be attached. At the same time an order
should be issued to the effect that if the
people who are absconding do not appear
immediately they would be killed in encounters because they deserve for it. The
Government of Uttar Pradesh should be
dismissed simu~aneous'y. Otherwise it will
be difficult for the Hari Bhaktas and the
Harijans to live in Uttar Pradesh. Before the
people are totally annihilated from the State,
I would like to make a demand that the
Government of Mulayam Singh should be
dismissed. With these words I conclude.
SHRI DINESH SINGH: Mr. Deputy
Speaker. Sir, there is no doubt aboutthefact
that even after 40-45 years of independence
such type of incident's are talking place in
which the police personnel forcibly kidnap
people belonging to scheduled castes and
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backward classes and kill them. It is not only
very shameful but very regrettable also.
Our hon. prlend, Shri Ram Vilas Paswan
made a mention as to how great people
appeared between us and tried to reform the
society, tried to eliminate the caste system.
They had an Ideal that all the people of the
country should be treated equal. There should
be no discrimination on the basis of caste
and class. But I am distressed to note that he
did not utter the name of Father of the Nation,
Mahatma Gandhi in this context.
SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: I have
taken, I mentioned the name of the assa.ilant
and the saviour as well. (/ntsrruptions)
SHRI .DINESH SINGH: Mr. Deputy
Speaker. Sir, I was thinking that we are
deliberating on a very important problem.
But I find that there are certain Members who
do not want that there should be a serious
discussion on this matter and th.9y want to
put it off lightly. Shri Paswan had certainly
taken the name of Mahatma Gandhi. but not
in the same context In which he had takAn
the name of other social workers. He took his
name in the context of his assassination and
said that he was assassinated by a brahmin.
SHRI AAM VILAS PASWAN: I did not
say brahmin. I said that great people who
made changes in the society were born in all
castes. Among them I took the names of lord
Budha. Gandhij;. Vivekananda and said that
his assailant did not belong to a backward
casta. It was a fight for the change in the
system.

SHAI DINESH SINGH: I would not like
to agree with my han. friend for his point. But
I would like to make a request to him to read
his own statement. When it comes to him. He
gave an indication that it is not the question
of any institution, but the question concern ..
ing the whole country. Thereafter, he furnished a detailed statement as what their

institution wanted to do which has nothing to
do with today's topic. But I would not like to
go in to controversy. Several of the hon.
Members said that the psyche of the society
will have to be changed. As long as the
psyche of the society is not changed, this
type of things will continue to take place. I
feel that a very dangerous phenomenon is
taking shape in the society and that has a
direct link with the present topic we are
discussing here. The phenomenon is the
rising economic disparities in the villages.
Some people go on acquiring new sources
of income. They do not get much profit from
agriculture as they get from taking up petty
jobs.Their income is increasing in this manI'}er. A new society is rising which ;s using
muscle power. It has no link with the castes.
It is connected with economic progress and
this progress cannot provide equal means to
all. As a result of this such an atmosphere is
being created which has increased threat to
everyone's life and property. Anarchy goes
on rising. This august House as well as the
hon. Members will have to think deeply over
this point. Let everyone see as to how the
officers in the rural areas are receiving new
strength and forming new coalition as has
rightly been said now by Shrimati Subhashini
Ali. I feel that we should think over it more
seriously on some other occasion.
So far as the incident of atrocities
committed on Harijans and backward classes
is concerned, I immediately wrote to the
Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, Shr; Mulayam
Singh with the demand to immediately
transfer the officers posted in the area and
hold a judicial iniquiry into the incident so that
this type of incidents do not re-occur in future
and these people should not get encouragement. I understand that some steps have
been taken in this regard and it was also
discussed in the State Legislative Assembly.
But the Government of Uttar Pradesh did not
act in the manner and that strongly as it was
expected to do. For this, there could be no
doubts and I consider it to be the personal
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pon Ibllity of the Chief Minister. Hon.
Members of th opposition also went to the
II of oocurr nee. I am very happy to note
th t Shri .Vishwanath Pratap Singh, Ram
Vllasjl. Shri Salfuddin Kumari Uma Sharati
and other people have also visited th place.
hould put some effacton the Government
of Uttar Pr dash that when so many people
are rai Ing the Issue, th incident should be
inv tlgated properly.

PROF. MACHU DANDAVATE: P80pI
who hay
me influence in the higher circle
nt th.ta.

creating a psyche that the veral Of the hone
Members advocated. Fir t of all. I want that

a procedure should be laid down underwhJch
the highest officers of the district administration should be hald responsible for uch
incidents. Under the adminIstrative system,
the District Magistrate and the S.P. is answerable for such things. It thi r sponsibility
is pas ed on to an S.H.O. or other junior
officers. it would not be proper. I think, the
District Magistrate and the Superintendent
of Police should have been mad answer..
able. Both of them should have been tran ..
ferred from there and an Inquiry should have
been instituted again t them
as to bring
outthetruth and mad out pro~r punishment
to the gUilty.

I would request the Government that it i
not too late to act a Inquiry has not get
started. The D. M. and other concerned
police officers hould be transferred from
thare to facilitate proper inquiry so as to instill
confidence among the ~ople to the effect
that th Government J protecting thair interests. Otherwise. thi Incidenttoowlll m 1
the ame fate as did an earlier incldant in
which atrocities were committed. vole
against it echoed In Parliament, ye no action
was taken In the matter. I want that Government should tal<
firm tep In this direction so that th peepl could know that
the Government would really take action
against those who are responsible for such
trocities. Then only we .h~1 be able to find
a solution to this problem.

(Eng/ish]
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MR. DEPUTY ·SPEAKER: Thank you,
SHRI KHEMCHANDBHAI SOMABHAI
CHAVDA: Sir, even after 43 years of Independence, this type of gruesome incident
took place In our country. It Is a very sad thing
for all of us. It Is a very very sad thing for all
of us. It is a national problem. It is not
problem of my party-politic.

Sir I in 1930. Dr. Ambedkar raised the
question that atrocities had been committed
on the Scheduled Castes and thedepressed
classes in the British Rule and there by he
demanded Purna Swars}.
He quoted
Abraham Lincoln. He said: "We want
democratic Government of the people. by
the people and for the people t But I m sorry
to state that what we see today i it i a
Government of the defectors, it is a Govemment for th defector and it i a Govemment by the defectors. Therefor • w
cannot expect any good things from thi type
of a Government.
Sir, 15 people belonging to Scheduled
Castes and th Backward Classe wer
killed in the village nskhora in Bihar. I would
like to know the root-cause of this incid nt.
So far as my information goes, it was a tussle
between the Indian People's Front and Ih
Kisans Sangh. Hone goes through the pro ..
ceeding of the States Assembly of Bihar,
one will find that the charge has been levelled
against a Congress MLA. I will not tell the
name. He was the responsible person for
this gruesome incident which took place in
this Tiskhora village In Bihar. I would like to
know from the Minister whether it i a fact
that the hon. Minister of State in the Ministry
of Home Affairs has withdrawn the central
police force on the eve on that incident. I
would like to know this.

SecondlY, I would like to know wh8the~
it i. a fact that the person. belonging to K;'an
Sangh fired at the police and on policeman
was injured at that time.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Thi is ex ..
actly for such reasons such matters ar not
discussed in the Assemblies and they ar
discussed in the court. And if they are to b
discussed, they are discussed tn the A emblias and not in Parliament.
SHRI KHEMCHANDBHAI SOMABHAI
CHAVDA: This is a national problem. Oth ..
erwiss, why are we discus ;ng an incident
which took place in Uttar Pradesh -or which
took place in Bihar? It is because it is a
national problem. I am not going through the
proceedings of the As mbly. But J would
like to know from the Minister why he has
withdrawn the central .police force. It Is
becau e of the order of the Minister of Stat
In the Ministry of Hom Affa.irs that the central
polio force was withdrawn. I would Uk·s to
know whether it i a fact that one MLA
belonging to Congress (I) is responsible for
this incident because his workers are in the
Kisan Sangh.
MR. DEPUTY.. SPEAKER: One more
thing. I am sorry that we have been mentioning th names of persons who are not
pre ent in th House to defend them elv .
The practic is, if we have to rafer to any
Chief Minister. we refer to him as Chief
Minister. If we have to refer to any persons by
nama h should have the opportunity to
defend himself. <?therwise. it goes
undefended. Please b careful. I have not
obstructed you. But it should not go beyond
a c rtain limit.
SHRI KHEMCHANDBHAf SONBHAI
CHAVDA: I have been very careful. That i
why. even though I knew the name of the
MLA belonging to Congress (I), yet I have
not given the name of Shri Ram, Lakhan Pal
Yadav. (Interruptions) I have not named
him. He is Shri Ram Lakh n Pal Yadav who
defeated Mr. Verma from the Tiskhora village. This villag is composed of all th
backward classes. (Interruptions) When I say
that t m a very rule-abiding man, still you
compel me to give the name. (Interruptions)
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. OEPUTY SPEAKER: You please
(irtte"uptions)

Minister to be present in the House. (Inter·
ruptions)
SHRI MADAN tAL KHURANA: Since
the matter pertains to the Home Ministry the
reply should come from the Prime Minister.
It is not simply a case of atrocities. It is a coldblooded murder by the U. P. Police. I would
request that earlier also reply to the discussion on such matters has been given by the
Minister of Home Affairs. (Interruptions) We
want an assurance from you since we have
demanded the dismissal of the Mulayam
Singh Governmen'i. Who will reply to it? The
Prime Minister shOuld reply to it as it is not a
matter to be replied to by the Minister of
I

SHAr KHEMCHANDBHAI SOMABHAI
CHAVDA. , have been a Member of Rajya
Sabha from 1960 to 1971.( Interruptions)
MR.- DEPUTY SPEAKER:
continue.

Please

PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE: Do not

provoke him, otherwise, he will give many

more things. (Interruptions)

SHRr KHEMCHANDBHAI SOMABHAI
CHAVDA: I wanted to know the root cause
of this incident. Letthe Minister say aboutthe
root cause at this incident. He should also
reply as to why the police officers who were
responsibtefor killing the Scheduled Castes
people in 'he S1ate of Uttar Pradesh have not
been arrested under Section 302 of the
Indian Panaf Coda. The Minister should reply to this. As I had promised that I would not
take rong time, t resume my seat.
[Trans/ation)
SHRIRAMVILAS PASWAN: Mr. Deputy
Speaker" S'rt: a short while ago, when the
discussion on this Adjournment Motion
started, I had demanded that the Home
inister shoutd be present in the House. At
that time. hon. Shri Malaviyaji had said that
since the Rajya Sabha was in Session, the
Prime Minister was present in that House.
But I had pointed out that the Rajya Sabha
had adjourned 10 minutes brack and the
han. Minister is sitting in the Central Hall. In
spite of that. neither the Prime Minister nor
the Minister of State in the Ministry of Home
Affairs come 10 the House. (Interruptions)
This issue concerns the police department.
When the Chair is taking it seriously. Governmenttoshoukftake it seriously. Therefore,
rwould request you, Sir, to direct the Prime

Social W Hare.

PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE : Mr.
Deputy Speaker, Sir, When Shri Jaswant
Singh was in the Chair, he had told the
House .. (lnterruptions) that he would inform
the Prime Minister about the feelings of the
House. Therefore, I wantthe hon. Ministerto
reply to it. It would be better if he is present
in the House during the discussion. (Interruptions)
SHRI KALKA DAS: Mr. Deputy ~peaker,
Sir, Since the Prime Minister and the Home
Minister are not present in the House, the
discussion on this Adjournment Motion is not
being taken seriously. Therefore, I demand
that they should be present in the House.
SHRI R.N. RAKESH (Chail): Mr. Deputy
Speaker, Sir, today, under compelling circumstances, we are discussing the atrocities
on Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes
in the House. While the people in the country
would be celebrating Holi the festival of
colours on the first of March, the State
Government of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar - ~
celebrated Holi with the bloved of Harijans
which lad to the present situation. So far as
Bihar is concerned, the land dispute in
Masaudli lad to massacre of 15 people.
Besides, women were disgraced and
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gangraped. A lot has ben said about that
incident. The State Government testifies to
the fact that they played Holi with the blood
of Hartjans and Girijons out of Caste frenzy.
The second incident pertains to
Jaisamwa village under Kunda Police Station
of Pratapgarh district in Uttar Ptadesh. Some
people from a village in Allahabad district
had come to the village in connection with
the engagement of Datadeen's deceased
brother, Rom Lakhan's daughter seema. All
relatives of the family had come there on the
occas.ion. At 3.00 p.m. the persons who bad
come to see the girl left the place. Most of the
relatives had also left. A few people staged
back at Shri Datadeen's house. At seven in
the evening.

19.00 hr .
Datadeen was sitting with them around
the fire place when two policemen accompanied by dreaded decoit of Kunda Police
Station reached his house in private jeep No.
MKA 847. They told Datadeen that the assassins of his late brother Ram Lakhan had
been nabbed and they wanted him to accompany them to the police station to identify killers. He was also told that since he
would be alone on return from the police
station, he should take along his relatives,
Thus, his nephews Suresh, Ram Sajeevan
and Ram Pher, son-in low Ramesh, near
relatives Harish Chandra, Jea Lal, Ram
Pyars, Raghu, Sant Lal and another personwhom the newspaper reported as unidAntified named Prabhu were made to sit in the
vehicle. All of the persons were Harijans. On
the way, they picked up two more personsRameshwar and Hira Kurmi. Thereafter they
were driven to Chaura village where the
policemen shoot them dead. When they did
not return in the night, the wife of Datadeen
went to the police station in the morning to
.. Not rscorted.
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inquire about their whereabouts. When she '
returned, she come to know that the policemen have killed them all in village Chaura.
She went to the police station, but her F.LR.
was not registered. She was not shown the
dead body as the police threw the dead body
in the river.
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, the fault of the
Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh is that he
tried to shield the policemen. When the
issue echoed in the Assembly and the
pressure increased, he declared a com ..
pensation of As. 50,000 each. But is against
Rs. 50,000 only As. 25,000 each were paid.
The accused should have been arrested
under Section 302 and sent to jail, but in
order to destroy the evidence C.I.D. enquiry
was ordered and, thus, an attempt was made
to shield to accused.
Sir, such incidents are not new. The
practice of killing people in police custody
stated under the Chief Minister slip of a
person who is sitting on that side today. The
concept of branding the poor, Harijans and
Girijens as deceits and kiHing them in police
encounter was introduced by the former
Prime Minister when he was the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh. Today he is sitting in
the opposition. (Interruptions)

Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir. the
killer ...... -...... was noneotherthanthe S.H.O.
of Kurda Police Station. When the former
Prime Minister was the Chief Minister of the
State, his brother was killed in the Badgarh
forest when he was on·hunting space. One
take Jagatpal Passi was arrested and taken
to Lucknow. Therefore, orders were issued
to liquidate Jagatpal Passi * was at that time
posted at Mhow and it was he who kmed
Jogatpal. He has committed 68 murders so
far. (Interruptions)

,..,.,fItI

cas,
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MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You are
eros ing the limit.

SHRI R.N. RAKESH: So far as
.•...•....•.••. is concerned, he has murdered

four kurmls In a police station in Allahabad.

ing of the Congr

Party in thi conn

He had opposed the candidature of particular person. Th result wa that he
picked up from his house In th dead of
night, was taken to Naini Police Statton and
was killed. But the S.P. and other policeman
went unpunished. Similarly a Harijan nam
Mati was killed in Karnailganj Police Station
and the culprits were shielded. 17 fak encounter were committed in Allahabad, but
the V.P. Government took no action gain
the guilty police officials. Thos who w re In
power full a few months ago continued to
should the culprits. This is a bad practice. As
long as the culprits continue to get political
patronage, such incidents would continue to
occur.
t

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: This Is not
proper. You are charging somebody of
murder.
(Int9nvptions)

SRI R. N. RAKESH: I am prepared to
prove what I am saying.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: This i no
way of proving it.

(Interruptions)
SHRI R.N. RAKESH : Mr. Deputy
Speaker, Sir, the person whO oommitted
murder in Dhrampur n ar F t hpur were
given political protection and nobody visited
that place. A Harljan named Mata Devi wa
killed and then cremated. Hi dead body fay
there forth,ee days and then if w consigne~
to flames. Nobody bothered to v' it there.
None from the constituency of the Prime
Minister (now former Prime Minister) cared
to visit that place. The culprits received po ..
litical protection .... •..... murd red Palturam of
a village under Malwa Polie Station in
Fatehpur district. The murderer Is enjoying
political protedion, 27 Harijans were killed in
Behan; Sadhopur. A long as he remained
the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, Radha
and Santoshi were not arrested. 10 Harijans
were killed in Sadhopur. There culprits were
not arrested as long as he remained the
Chief Minister. 17 fake ncounters were
committed in Allahabad. Before the general
election of 1985, a by election was held in
Allahabad. Munnt lal Pashi had requested
Shrl Vir Bahadur Singh to convene a meet• Not recorded:

Let me tell about an incident which
relates to the village of the former Prime
Minister. That village named. Atkhar;ya falls
unde Madhwan Police Station, Recently, a
harijan women named Sita Devi was going
raped there. Stick wa thrusted into the
private part of her body. I personally bodged
the F.I.R. in the All women Police Station.
But the culprits have not been arrested so
far ..... (/nte"uptions) .......
. SHRI K.C. TVAGI (Hapur): Mr. Deputy
Speaker, Sir, I am an a point of order. Just
now when a Member from Bhartiya Janata
Party was speaking, you gave a ruling that
past incidents should not be mentioned. The
hon. members are rising to speak on the
atrocities committed on Harijans in
Pratapgarh and other parts of the country.
What has happened two years four years or

six years back were condemnable things but
today we should speak only on the incident
that took place in Pratapgarh.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Mr. Rakesh.
I owove his point of order. I would like to tell
thatthe Members should speak on the matter
concerning to the present incident. They
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hould not go into the unnecessary details of
incid nts so that other Members m~
get opportunity to rai e any ~ns.

SHRI R.N. RAKESH:I am telling the
facts only. Today Policemen are killing
Harijans by calling them dacoits. They have
discovered this ne excuse. I would like to
tell you as to what kind of people are providing
protection to them. It is necessary to expose
them in the House. .•...• (lnt6"uptions)
SHRI SYEO MASUDAL HOSSAIN
(Murshidabad): I am on a point of order. My
point of order is that he has all the ·dances
of the murders committed during h'· .Chief
. Ministership and he has suppressed thos
evidences. It is hi crime and he should be
sued for that. I would like to say
that..... (Interruptions)

SHRI VISHWANATH PRATAP SINGH:
Mr. 0 puty Speaker. Sir, with full responsibility I repute the·allegations levelled by Shri
Rakesh. In this regard I would like to remind
that one incident of the killings 01 Scheduled
estes and Scheduled Tribes took place
during my Chief Ministership and an that
issue I resigned from the Chief Ministership.

SHRI R.N. RAKESH: Eight presons of
backward community were killed in Kanpur
and ·
on
that
issue
he
resigned ..... (Intsffuptions) Shri Mulayam
Singh was also in opposition at that
time ... (/ntsffuptions) It was said at that time
that
they
were
killed
in
an
encou nler... (Interruptions)
j

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Mr. Rakesh,

I havE" given you more time than the time
allotted for your party. You take keen interest

in such mattters but it is a separate thing that
sometime it cre~tes troubles also I have
given you time to speak. so keeping in view
the dignity you should conclud your speech.
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SHRI R.N. RAKESH: 1w ta ing aboUt
Atkhariya village..• ( Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Wtfy are you
narating stories about the viii e.
SHRI R.N. RAKESH: Th dignity and
honour of every Sita houJd be protected.
Our cultural values should be protected. To
save the honour and dignity of on Sita,
golden Lanka was burnt one Sita is pr ent
in the house of former Prime Minister. One
Sita
was
raped
an
Atkhariya......... (/nt9ffuptions) The inciden
of atrocities a~ Harijans in Uttar Prad sh and
Bihar should be taken seriously. Bihar
Government has become ha'1dicapped and
blind and that is why Bihar Government
should be dismissed and Pr••id nt rul
should b imposed there. SimUarly. if the
Government of Uttar Prade h is found guilty,
it should also be dismi ed and PreSident's
rule should be imposed ther•. The Central
Government should look into the condition of
rocithose Harijans who fell victims of th
ties. I went to a house of Shri Prabhu. His, 21
year old wHe Shyama, and five year old child
were weeping when I asked the child abOut
his father he said that his father was killed by
the Police ......... (lnt9"Uptions)
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now conclude your speech.

SHAI R.N. RAKESH: Whenever such
Incident of killings tak pi ce. instead of
State Government the central Governm nt
should provide relief to the victims. The
~entral Government should pay R . two
lakh to each bereaved familY and this amount
should be deducted from th grant sanctioned
to the concerned state. The culprit involved
in all the incidents of killings be it take plac
in Bihar or in Fatehpur should be err. t d
im mediately. He may be a poll m
r
soUder but they all should bud in th
court.

6
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[Sh. R.N. Rakesh1
I would like to tell the Chief Ministers of
all the States to take lesson from the Incident
th'at took place at Narayanpur in Uttar
Pradesh. Shrimati Indira Gandhi was Prime
Minister at that time and she dimissed the
State Government on that issue. I would
request the Present Prime Minister that
keeping in view the dignity of the .post, he
should take such matters seriously. He should
not bother about the fate of his Government
but he should take such incidents very seriously. Those who want to take political
smilaga out of it by moving Adjournmen
Motion are themselves not bJoUess. They
were also in power and if they introspect they
would find themselves in worse position than
the others. While concluding my speech I
would like to express my condolence and
sorrow to the breaved families and would
request the Government to direct the concerned authority to take immediate
action ..... (Interruptions) *
[English1

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: What Shrl
Rakesh say's now will not form part of the
record.

The reference to individuals made
irrelevently will be looked into and I will take
a decision about them.
[ Translation]

SHRI KALKA DAS: Before independence many atrocities were committed on
the people. All the people of the country got
united and got independence in 1947. Our
Constitution came into force in ~ 950. But it
appears that in 1947 only few people got
jndepend~nce . The Scheduled Castes
people residing in India ........... .

MR. DEPUlY SPEAKER: You will not
get time for that. If I restrict you, you will get
annoyed. You should come to the point and
give your suggestions.
SHRI KALKA DAS: Scheduled Castes
people are still slave and that is why even
after 43 years of independence they are
treated even worse than animals. They are
forced to work as bonded labourers. They
are treated as second class citizens of the
country as a result of which atrocities are
being committed on them in every corner of
the country be it Sadhupur, Devali, Tamil
Nadu Andhra Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh or
Haryana. Even after 43 years of independence, atrocities are being committed ·on
them their women are becoming victims of
gang rape. Sometimes when they demand
for their wages they are lined up and shot
dead. Sometimes they are massacred and
sometimes they are forced to eat refuse.
Sometimes they are tied with rapes and then
killed. The recent example of such incident
is in Bihar where 14 persons belonging to
Scheduled Castes were massacred. This
matter was raised in the House and the
Members discussed about it, so I do not want
to repeat it. The present incident which is
being discussed in the House and Adjournment motions has been brought, is one of the
worst incident among such incidents Today
where the people of the country hear about
this incident, their heads hang is shame.
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, it was heard
that some feudals used to kill these people
by considering them poor ar.d weak. They
are economically, physicaUy and socially
weak and by taking the advantage of this
weakness they are not treated like human
beings even after 43 years of independence.
This has been the major reason behind such
incidents. I would like to make you aware
that there is wide spread discontentment
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among the youth belonging to Scheduled
Castes and they are realising that justice is
not being done with them in the country.
They are disappointed and have great resentment against the Government. The Police was deployed there to provide protections
to the Scheduled Castes, but the Police took
them to jungle and killed them and till now no
action has been taken against those police-

the culprits. They should be such and punished under section 302 of I.P.C.
SHRI RATILAL
KALlDAS
VERMA
(Dhandhuka):
Mr. Deputy
Speaker, Sir,
every time we, the newcomers face this sort
of situation that we are allowed to speak only
forthetwo minutes while others speak for an
hour and waste the time. (Interruptions)

men.
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, this matter
was raised in Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly on 24th January but the State Government tried to suppress the facts. No action has been taken against the culprits. As
has been told by Kumari Uma Bharati that
the deceased was called by the Police to
identity the murderer of his brother so his
other relatives who came to attend marriage
of his daughter also accompanied him. The
Policemen killed them and even report was
not registered againstthem. The Government
of Shri Mulayam Singh Yadav, which is being supported by the congress (I) is cornmittir":g excesses on the Harijans and no
action is being taken against the culprits.
Therefore, I would like to warn, if Harijans do
not get justice that can result into further
division of the country. Resentment amonr
the youth belonging to Scheduled Castes is
increasing and that can give rise to the
separatism. Therefore, they should get justice. Action/should
be taken against the
culprits. Sir, I would like to request that a
separate court should be constituted to hp"this case so that the victims may get juj Ice
immediately. I would like to say that a CL npensation of Rs. two lakh per deceagec.l
person

should

be paid to the bereave.

families.
Sir, I would also request that it is a ver'!
• serious matter and therefore, the Central
Government should dismiss the Congress
(I) supported
Mulayam Singh Yadav's
Government and to check such atrocities
exemplary punishment should be given to

Mr. Deputy
Speaker, Sir, the Prime
Ministers of this Gauntry have been changing
during the last forty years but it did never
happen during any Prime Minister's tenure
that any harijans, down-trodden or a person
from backward class was not killed. It is a
matter of great pain. The subject which has
come up for discussion again today after
forty years is not new. Atrocities on Harijans
are increasing day in and dayout, be it any
state, Gujarat, Bihar or Uttar Pradesh. Many
senior Members have particioated in the
discussion today. They ha'J6givAn ;ig~lresof
such incidents during various times. Thir,
way such incidents wineontinue. There won't
be any day without Juch incidants, the "",lly
difference is that 01 the number of inci' ants.
Toclaimthatw
are inegreahedeF
ners of
the depress ed is matter ,.)f gr .at pain.
Every time different parties speak about the
ki!l 19S Of Harijans and th~ matter is taken
casua\\y and forgotten. Pie result is that the
mur Aarers have bee" •..
"lIiog 1.1"1-3 Harijans in
r- G form or the ~hpefThero
has not been
tiny incident ,. le past wh>. I the people of
scheduled castes have r,3en killed openly in
the manner. If such
n announcement
is
made that the peop le-who commit such
killings will be shot12d
publicly on the
crossings nobody WOUld dare to kill the

ccpressed. The down-trr den persons's life
Cal ne s a pri&.et~
rupees one lakh or
rupees two lakhs with a heavy heart I have to
say whether any person is ready to die if we
pay rupees 5 lakhs as the price of his life. If
the down-trodden people are allowed to kill
the people who commit atrocities on the
scheduled castes of the country, the down-

0'
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thanks for giving me an opportunity to speak.

trodden society will collect Rs. 5 lakhs from
the entire country to be given to the person
who will commit the murder. When such a
announcement is made, nobody would commit such a crime. But the law is at stake every
day. Every criminal is released as innocent
nd moves about fr ely and if at all he is
punished, he returns to his job after .1~:15
years and indulg In ame type of activitIes.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Shri Jateya, I
m catting your name and I give you two
minutes to speak. Please conclude within
th given time.

Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I do not want
to tak more time than what you have given
to me. But I demand that in order to reduce
th atrocities on scheduled castes and
cheduled t~ibes there should be maximum
recruitm nt of uch classes right from police
upto the high offic s. Percentage should not
come in the way. Arms should be issued to
them for setf-defence. Not only this, the
people of scheduled castes and scheduled
tribes should be given educational facilities
nd self-employmentfor setf-defence so that
th y don't have to bow before any body and
the chastity of their mothers and sisters is not
ndangered. Alongwith this wherever the
people of suppressed classes are living at
cattered places, arrangements should be
made fortheir living together in an organised
mann r. Maximum compensation should b
given to th next of the kin of those who have
en killed and the policemen who have
committed atrocities should be dealt with
severely. And, finally, if we dissect Mulayam
Singh Vada,,' name ...... (/nterruptions)·
[Eng/ish]
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I am not go·
jng to allow this kind of a thing. This does not
form part of the record.

(Int9rruptions)*
, (Translation]
SHRI RATllALKALIDAS VARMA: Uttar
Pradesh Government should be dismissed
a arty as possible. then alone there will be
n end to the killing of Harijans and in future
II of u n d not xpr ss orrow S w ar
dOtn now. With the e ords, I express my

(Interruptions)

SHRISATYNARAYANJATIYA(UD in):
Hon. Deputy Speaker Sir, whenev roppr. sion is at its peak. patience eros. i limit.
All these things are linked with ntim n .
On the on hand we talk of democracy,
independence, republic etc, and we f I
things.
happy while talking about all th
But in a democracy wher people r not
afe and in an independent country wher
the people do not reall the ind.~ndenc
of their fellow beings, such probl m crop
up. We have observed that whenav r incidents of atrocities on the people of chad ..
ulad castes take place, we try to giv them
political colour, but this is almost certain now
and we can say with authority that the people
of scheduled castes, backward classes of
the society. suppressed and exploited people
are living in the same condition even after
the lapse of considerable period of time after
independence, and I do not feel that our
outlook has changed in this regard. Th
incident that we are discussing today took
place on the 14th January. the day of Makar
Sankranti. It is believed that on Makar
Sankranti we should travel from darkness to
light. but on that day an incident took place
which was a movement from ~arkness to
more darkness. Why it so happened is not
known. In that \incident a Harijans named
Oevata Din became a 'Devata' of the poor
and helpess. Just now
friend was saying
that the Government had announced a compensation of As. 25 thousand for his family.
Does it mean that our duty ends there. Can
we tI)ll anybody to be prepared for death
after paying him Rs. 25 thousand. ?ur duty
and responsibility does not end WIth mere
payment of As. 2S thousand. I do not under..
stand that we can maintain the image of our
republic and our democracy by making such
announcements. There is utter darkness in
the families of the people killed in this

my
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incident. In the family of Oavata Din ISo, h'
thr e nephew -Ram Sajiwan, Surash nd
R mdey~a also were victims of thi incident. What will be the aim of his family now,
we n ad not bother ourselv
about the
change which will be brought about in th ir
8 a resutt of thi incident. It is aid
f mHo
that they w re people with a criminal record
which can never be correct, instead they
w • neverassociated with th criminal world,
Th whol ;ncid n1 Is manipulated. How the
Po
wa given a fre hand? The whol
story
manipulated on so that nobody
utd have any suspicion about the incident.
n uch incidents occur, we express our
hy in no uncertain terms in this Hous
but
qu ion i wha we are going to do
to giVe a pradical shape to that sympathy.
Wh ther any security or protection wilt be
provided to th families of th victims of that
incid nt. It i a hameful situation if our
condition continue to be the same even
8r the lapse of 44 years of Independence,
w hall have to change it, because this year
are celebrating the birth centenary of Dr.
Ambedkar. If such an incident take place
the ame year and that too for which th
police is responsible, it i really hameful.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: All the e
paints hay already mentioned, plea e conclude now.

SHRI SATYNARAVAN JATIVA: Ordinarily. the people of one cia s commit atrocities on the other class. The peoples belonging
to higher castes may commit atrociti on
the people belonging to lower castes. The
atrocities may continue by the rich over th
exploited society but what can be done if the
people whose responsibility is to protect the
people commit such atrocities. In this inc id nt police personnel them elves are involved and efforts have been mad to concealthe facts later on. Ev n F.I.R. has no
be n registered. nobody was r ady to Listen
to them.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: All these
points have already b en m ntioned. there
is no n ed to repeat th m. I
i down.
(Interruption )

SHRI SATYNARAVAN J TIVA: W
hould establish certain id a in this c nte..
nary y ar of Dr. Ambedkar. On the one hand
x~ sour sympath;e but on the oth r
hand
fail to provide adequate raliaf.

MR, DEPUTY SPEAKER: It h been
decided to give relief of Rs. 2 lakhs.
Ii

SHRI SATYNARAJN JATIYA: I would
to express my view in the folio ing fin •

anav manavm inb
n&hin, ka m
dharam mahaan hail
Samajik Samta manu ya ka, ja am
sidh adhikar hai
Pratibandh lagen hon jeene par, amt
ka adhikar nahin,
Uska jeana bh; kya j ana, jlsko, manav
adhikar nahin
Shoshan Muld Samaj rachaaki.
pratibandh hamen sweekar nahin
Manushya vibheb ko vivasd kare, .
bandhan sw
ar nahin
Asprishya, datit, shoshit, akinchan,
swatantrata ke yeh arth nahi
Nyaya. swatantrata. samta, bandhuta,
sabko samanata ka adhikar,
Is sa kam main samjhota kaisa. swarga
moksha se bhi inkaar"
If we can provide the right of life to the
oppres ed, exploited and depressed peopl
and right place in th society. then alone our
independence, democracy and r public i
meaningful. Thi is my submission.
(Interruptions)

SHRI MADAN LAL KHURANA: Mr.
Deputy Speaker, Sir, I again request you to
call the Hon. Prime Minister. He should give
the reply. I have already raised a point of
order. This matter is related not only to the
exploitation or atrocities on Harijans, but
also is a matter of law and order. The police
of Uttar Pradesh have comm itted cold
brooded murder of Harijans. We have d •
mand d the dismi sal of Uttar Pradesh Governm nt. Who it! giv th reply to it? (Int rfUptions)
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MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You have
raised this point of order. Paswanji also
expressed his views.
SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: Mr. o.puty
Speaker, Sir, I have given in writing ..."
MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Yes, you
have given in writing also but more 1m rtant
than that is to speak in the House, whIch vou
have already done.
In this regard. whenever discussion was
held and the Members expressed their views,
Government did what was proper on their
part in the light of such discussions. However, if you want to raise this issue in the
name of point of order. I may say that the
issue may be of, propriety, and not lapoint of
order'.
.
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The responsibility of the government
being joint, if other Ministers are busy in
other works ...... .

( Interruptions)
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please listen
to me first, let me complete first. You have
expressed your intense feeling not once or
twice but thrice and I was listening all these
things sitting in my office. The Minister
concerned and other Ministers are present
here, what is appropriate, will be done.
SHRI MADAN LAL KHURANA: Mr.
Deputy Speaker, Sir, I have raised the issue
of propriety separately. I reiterate that it is my
point of order. This issue is rel ated not only
to the atrocities on Harijans but the to law
and order situation. The police of Uttar
Pradesh is involved in it. Who will take action
against the police of Uttar Pradesh? These
Ministers will not take action. (Interruptions)
SHRI SUBODH KANT SAHA Y: Mr.
Deputy Speaker, Sir, the issue of scheduled
castes and cheduled tribes is related to the
Ministry of Welfare. So far as intervention is
concerned, the Prime Minister will come and
intervene in it.

SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: The reply
will be given by the concerned Minister himself.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Paswanji, do
not prolong it, what is the objection if a
Minister or the Prime Minister replies on
behalf of the Government.

( Interruptions)
[ Translation]
SHRI KALKA DAS: Atrocities on Harijans
have
been
committed
by
the
police. ( Interruptions)
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: In this connection, as the Government holds the joint
responsibility, let him give the reply, the Han.
Prime Minister himself is present here. He
has informed that he is also willing to speak
on it.

( Interruptions)
THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE
MINISTRY OF LABOUR AND MINISTER
OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF WEL·
FARE (SHRI RAMJI LAL SUMAN): Mr.
Deputy Speaker, Sir, we discussed the matter in regard to the incidents that took place
in Pratapgarh in Uttar Pradesh and Vaishali
and Patna in Bihar. The Members gave very
useful suggestions ... { Interruptions) The most
unfortunate thing is that we adopt different
attitude when the people of oppressed
classes are killed in Bihar and when the
people of such classes are killed in Uttar
PradGsh. The House should adopt the same
attitude at least in regard to such issu
Some points have been raised by Shri
?aswan. During the discussion I had urged
that the Government solely is not responsible to solve the problem, it is a social
problems, a national problems. If we view
th e situation as a whole we SAe that there are
two lines of thinking. Youths of scheduled
castes and scheduled tribes are not ready to
live in those circumstances in which th eir
ancestors lived. On the side feudal class i~
not willing to compr :nise with their mentality

s.
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while on the other hand oppressed are eager
to lead a dignified life. This is the main .
problem before us, and if we keep this fact in
view we will find that the incident that took
place in Pratapgarh is more or less of some
kind. Our CPI workers had self-respect, they
strugg led for the cause of public and I myself
being a humble worker of socialist movement, know that how difficult it is to answer
the questions of people. It has been rightly
said:
IINa tadapne ki ijazat hai na faryad ki hal
Main ghut ke mar jaun yehi marzi mere
saiyyad ki hai"

weaker sections but there has always been
a difference in what we said what we did. We
will have to move together on these issues
and make efforts so that the society should
change its mentality. This is what , had to
submit and I think there was no need to bring
the Adjournment Motion here. (Interruptions)
SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: Now the
Hon. Prime Minister will speak but I would
like him to clarify two things in this respect.
First. how the officer who opened the fire,
wa rewarded and second, were tho;e who
were killed, docoits?

SHRI RAMJILAL SUMAN: Mr. Deputy
People expect this, and same thing
Speaker, Sir, as I have submitted, the
happened during the whole incjQent. It is true
premilary report of enquiry shows that the
that thirteen persons were killed and the
role of police was dubious, and action has
State Government ordered a CID enquiry
been taken against the official responsible
into it on Jan. 24, b~t the police version is that
therefor. The enquiry is still going on and
an encounter took place. I am glad to inform
thus please wait for the results to come.
that CID in its preliminary enquiry has accepted that the role of police has been dubiSHRI MADAN LAL KHURANA: How
ous, they have distorted the facts. Action will
many persons were arrested?
be taken on the basis of this report. After the
investigation is complete and the report is
SHRI RAWI LAL SUMAN: Mr Deputy
submitted, then the Members can be ap-Speaker, Sir, W8 define the word enquiry
prised of it. Shrimati Sumra has lodged a FIR
according to our own convenience. There is
under section 364 and 302. The superintennone amongstouraetve against who atleast
dent of police Shri Kunda was dismissed, the
10-20 cases are not pending. (Interruptions)
station House Officer a sub inspector, a
driver and eleven constables were susSHRI MADAN LAL KHURANA: Nothing
pended. The superintendent of police and
of the sort is with us.
Inspector General in this area were removed
and action was taken against Director GenTHE
PRIME MINISTER (SHRI
eral. Compensation of twenty five thousand
CHANDRA SHEKHAR): Mr. Deputy
rupees and two bigha land has been give to
Speaker, Sir, discussion on this topic is
each family. As the Han. Prime Minister is
going on since today afternoon. I seek apolpresent, he will further discuss the matter.
ogy of the House for not being present here.
My only submission that when the indepenI understand the feelings of this House, but
the situation is such that where on one hand,
dencestrugglewasbeingfought, BabaSahib
atrocities are being committed on the harijans,
Ambedkar believed, that the character of
on the other hand, humanity is at stake in the
independence should be clear, IndepenGulf. I had to go to the Rajya Sabha, where
dence is of two types. One meant that the
English will leave the country and the .other . a discussion on the Gulf was going on.
meant, establishment of a casteless society
Recently, when this issue was raised by
and unless this is done, independence has
Shri
Madan Lal Khurana and Prof. Vijay
got no meaning. Unless we bring about a
Kumar Malhotra in this House, I have said
change in our outJook, no significant
that it is a matter of grave concern. The
achievement can be made. Whatever the
seriousness of the issue increases, when
Members may say in the Assemblies or
these
atrocities are committed on the poor
Parliament on the issue of Minorities and

C.,.
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[She Chandra Shakhar1
action of our society. who have been ex.
and neglected. b increa s more,
en the units of the administration. which
r. r span ibIe for thair security and protection are under doubt. I am pained to say that
on this incident, th behaviour of the police is
not beyond doubt. This has been accepted
by th State Government and from the information
have gathered it appears that
some police official have committed ex ..,
cesses and those were so grave that some
Innocent people lost their lioes. I don't want
to go into uch figures as how many of them
w re guilty or w re innocent, but who soever
h bean killed wrongly. whether a innocent
person or guilty person. it Is a wrong thing. I
sure this House that full investigation will
be made in this regard and the guilty will be
punished.
The Uttar Pradash government has
taken taps in this regard and an enquiry is
going on. I think that its report will be r ..
ceived soon.

AN HON. MINISTER: NO one has been
nested so far.
SHRI CHANDRA SHEKHAR: I will r ..
ply to it. I hav been told that one of the
~fficiars. who was to be arrested, i abscond·
lng and some others hav managed to get
ball. Therefore. on one could be arrested. No
one has been freed deliberately
but ...•. (Interruptions)....
•

. Deputy Speak8r. Sir. our country is
ing through.
ional period. Ac
of our eodety. which h been plOtted and
upptl

ed for thousand of yea • is now

taking a step to cr ate new history. The
adivasis. harijan ,poor and backwards belong to these cia
of our society. But now
an a arena is coming among the people

of th
classes and there are two reason
behind it. Rrstly, as we have democracy we
~ to them after every five years or sam ...
tImes and teU them ... (/nt6"Uptions)... be..
comes glad?l am happy if you became glad
by this.
I was saying tha we go to th m nd tett
th m that the are they builder of this society
and this country. This is one reason behind
the awareness and secondly , the society
has a dynamism of its own, which is known
as social dynamism. A society cannot remain as it is. It is always changing within
itself, whether we want it or not.

Mr. Deputy Speaker. Sir, the number of
scheduled castes and scheduled tribe students studying in universities and oolleges is
equal to the total number of students studding is the university at the time when we
were studying. They are taught the history of
revolution in the world and they know that
the God has not made anyone unequal but
It i the present social set up, that ha~ exploited a~. neglected them. Therefore, they
wantthe,r rtghts. Now. it has to be decided by
u whetharwe will change ourselves according to their feelings and the policy and

A person.
who ha been booked under section 302 of
J.P.C., has been bailed out in advance? A
Yill~ger goes to the court....(/nt.nuptions) ...
ThIS clearly ho the Intention. No bail is
giv n i a case under section 302.

programmes of the Government will be formulated according to their wishes and expectations or we will try to suppress them
through the suppressive forces of the Gov..
ernment.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The bail is
given by the Court.

We don't want to accuse anyone, but
unfortunately, it Is not easy to bring about

SHRI RAJVeER SINGH:

. SHRI CHANDRA SHEKHAR: 'can not
say it for certain. This i an information. If can
be wrong also. I am aying it to the House
but there is one very strang question and
have no answer to it. If the court has given
b !I to anyone. the Government can do noth·
ing in it and th intention of the Government
in thi r 9 rd ..•. (/nt truption ).... But if ny
n lig nee ha
n comm'
w will
to r ctify it.

i

I

change in the social set up. Those, who have

full control of this set up of wealth, power and
Government, do not want to give up their
interests so easily.

[English]
DR. BIPLAB DASGUPTA (Calcutta

South): I would appreciate if rather than
e~.gag i ng in generalities you be more spe ~
CItIC and refer to th specific incident that is
bein di cuss d by al: of u . (Interruptions)
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AN HON. MEMBER: Had you gone to

Pratapgarh?

SHRI CHANDRA SHEKHAR: If you

only want to make nol , I h ve no objection.
Both the sides can make noise. It is tru that
only those who are coward, make noise.
Those who have no fear, never shout. Mr.
Deputy Speak r. Sir t therefor • I would like
to ubmit that w have to speed up this
proce of bringing about change and as
on of my friend " ked, I would like to say
it specifically that if w want to improve thi
situation, we have to speed up thi change.
Attention has to be paid towards the welfare
of these classes, who have been exploited
and neglected till now. It istrue that this issue
is r lated with law and order situation also
and it hows the weakness of the police and
the adminis r tion, but it also shows the
weakness of our social set up. We have to
take teps to bring about change in that
social et up, Tho e who are raising these
issues of atrocities today, have atleast taken
a step inthe right direction. They have st rted
to understand the concept of social consciousness. Their social consciousness is
demanding it right place and wants to
change this socia! set up, under which such
exploitation and uppression has taken place.
I think this mentality will never change. When
we will analyse our economic policies, we
will take steps to bring about change in the
Society. We should not shirk from our responsibilities and we should not consider the
human distress through individual incidents
only. but should look towards it in the perspective of SOCial change.
Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sirl I am confident
that this discussion in the House today i
going in the right direction. But we had to
achieve the objective behind this discussion
and it will be good if this House is prepared
to bring aboUt that sodal change, in which,
no person belongi~ to the scheduled caste

or cheduled tribe will remai helples, will
var b exploited. But I am pained to ay t t
atthough there is unity among our tti nd on
this question, but there is I ck of unity in
this Hou e on the question of policie on
social change. I will b glad if our friend
sitting on both the sides will together work to
speed up the work of bringing about social
change and will try to take the country
towards it. ..... (/nt9ffuptions) .... May be I am
a con rvative in your vi w, but I am menabout
tioning
pl'Qgr siveness •.•. (/ntsmJptions) ..... .
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir. so far a th
question of law and order is concerned,
there Is no difference in it, whether it is U.P.
or Bihar I have observed that we link ev ry
question to party politics. Death can be linked
to party politics. Wherever th ra is killing, it
is the murder of humanity and so ther in no
question of any political difference. Ther8fo~ •
I say that '..'/8 should b united at least on
some questions. It could have understood if
someon from Government's sid would
have said that whatever has happened Is
good. Many of our colleagues have raised
their hands and in case it is claimed that th
U.P. Government officials have done a great
job then I shall be the first person to join you
and say that we deplore the action of Uttar
Pradesh Government. Whatever had happenedthere, whether in U.P., Bihar, Gujarat,
Rajasthan or in Maharashtra, wherever it
might have happened, whenever some innocent parson "is killed, it is a matter of
shame for all of us.
SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: Mr. Prim
Minister, Sir, he ha been given a
reward .... ( Intenvptions) .....
SHRt CHANDRA SHEKHAR: Mr.
Deputy Speaker, Sir, it is not in my knowlec;ige
whether he has been awarded or not as has
baen stated by Mr. Ram Vila Paswan but I
give this assurance that I shall look into the
matter and if that person is found to be guilty
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[Sh. Chandra Shekhar]
he will be punished. There is no problem. To
err is human and thus if we have committed
any mistakes it might have happened, after
aU we are not angels. But there are some
people who pose themselves as if they have
come down to earth straight from heaven
and they havano distress but we do not
belong to that category. I am an ordinary
citizen like you and ' therefore, I can also
commit mistakes and I am prepared to own
them. I do not say that whatever work I am
doing is totally correct. I give this assurance
to my colleague Shri Ram Vilas Paswan that
if
you
point
out
our
wrong
actions .... ( Interruptions)
SHAI SHARAD YADAV: Who has come
to this world as an angel. I could not follow.
Hare no one claims to have come as an
angel. (Interruptions)
SHRI CHANDRA SHEKHAR: I do not
consider them angels because they have
worked with us barely for two days. They are
ordinary party workers like us but you know
them better than us if you consider them
angels.
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I would like to
_ say that we should unanimously condemn
this action and that the'· question raised by
Shri Vijay Kumar and Shri Khuranaji is very
important. I respect their sentiments and
appreciate them for drawing the attention of
the House and the nation towards this burning
problem. Their inspiration will give us boost
to work more effectively but it will be better if
they refrain from doubting in tensions of one
another. We may not have as much affection
towards them as they have but the too have

, -some concern for them for the sake of humanity. They should keep it in mind. None
should create any controversy on this issue,
may it be the Central Government, U.P.
Government or Bihar Government. It is our
• Not recorded.

firm belief that all State Governments should

work unitedly and try to improve the prevail-

ing situation and our effort will be in this
direction. The doubts and misgivings in the
hearts of the Harijans and Adivasis should
not be further enhanced because doubts
and apprehensions create in the hearts of
people further complicate the matte rs. I would
request the hon. Members of this House to
make an earnest effort to solve the problems
and eradicate the prevailing evils and at the
same time refrain from committing any such
act which may give a feeling that any attempt
of hatching a conspiracy againstthe Harijans
and Aadvasis is being made. If this sort of a
feeling is allowed to go deep in to the hearts
of Harijans and Adivasis, then they will not
be able to look at this august House with any
hope. In that case frustration and despair
would prevail and that would have serious
repercussions. If you look at Adivasis inhabited area from Tripura down to Tamil
Nadu, you will find a sense of uneasiness,
pain and agony prevailing and do not give ,air
to this feeling. My request to all of you is to
make concerted efforts to remove their sutferings.

[English]
(Interruptions)·
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Anything
said without my permission will not form part
of the record ....

(Interruptions)
SHRI KHEMCHANDBHAI SOMABHAI
CHAVDA: Sir, 1would like to know what kind
of preventive steps the Prime Minister of
India is going to take to stop this type of
incidents.
SHRI

CHANDRA SHEKHAR: Mr.

Deputy Speaker, Sir, I assure this House
that you convene a meeting of at! t"e leaders
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of the political parties in this House, take a
decision what steps are to be taken to pre..
vent recurrence of this type of incidents and
the Government will accept every word of
that decision.

[ Trans/Stion]
SHRI SATYNARAVAN JATIYA: The
Uttar Pradesh Government and Central
Government also can make an announce- .
ment in this regard. The Central Government
can atleast provide assistance to them.

(Interruptions)

[English]
SHRI CHANDRA SHEKHAR: Mr.
Deputy Speaker, Sir, though it is not proper
for me to make this type of announcement,
but as the Members are too much concerned
and as it is a deeper agony, theGovernment
of India will provide funds so that every
deceased person gets at 10 tonG lakh
rupees. If the Governmem 0; Uttar Pradesh
or Bihar has given sometll;:'lQ. th will be
included in it.

[ Translation]
SHRI BHOGENDRA JHA: Mr. Deputy
Speaker, Sir, our Minister of State for Home
Affairs went to Musauri Thana area, we feel
happy about it and have no objection. But
neither the Prime Minister nor the Minister of
State for Home Affairs visited Pratapgarh or
Begusarai areas of U.P. where killings took
place. Why this discrimination has been done
and why th~y could not go there?
SHRI CHANDRA SHEKHAR: Mr.
Deputy Speaker, Sir, the objection raised by
the hon. Member is correct. I did not go there
and the Minister of State visited the other
place. If anu other Minister or I visit this pface
too and it gives some sense of satisfaction
and security to these peopfe then we shalf go
there as well.

SHRI SANTOSH KUMAR GANGWAR:
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sfr, I am new to the
politics. I got totally r.arried away by the
speech made by the Han. Prime Minister
and started thinking as if I am sitting in a
public meeting. As a matter of fact this kind
of speech is excellent for public meetings. I
respect Shri Chandra Shekharji very much
and I know that he has always led the youth
of this country and never ran for attaining
power. As such Shri Chandra Shekhar has
played a distinct role in politics and people
have started feeling that in this country people
having different view points are also present
but I feer that during the last four months he
has been presenting himself as a totally
changed person.
Mr. Deputy Speaker. Sir, f fully associate myself wit~ the sentiment of Shri Chandra
Shekhar and whatever he has done should
certainly be commended but 1would like to
inform the Prime Ministerthat he should take
seriously the incidents that have taken place
in Uttar Pradesh. As a matter of fact only the
aggrieved person who does not get bread to
eat or if someone in his family is killed, can
realise it. A family which has lost its bread
winner and no one is there to look after the
mother and children were compensated by
barely Rs. 25000/ As a matter of fact
something concrete should have been done
for them so that may lead their lives comfortably. I what to say that the incidents
about wh ich the entire nation becomes aware
should be taken very seriously. There should
be a separate machinery to deal with such
situations. It is a matter of deep regret that
the happening1hattookplaceon 14th January
and there was enough evidence, since the
entire thing appeared in the Press and the
DIG ofthat region gave away in award of Rs.
500. Despite that if the Central Government
could not getthe accurate information, whose
inefficiency it can be? This shourd be certainly
looked into. I would like to say only that the
culprits of the offences committed on 30th
and 2nd were patronized and were encourM
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ged ther by. Such incidents are of very
rious nature. And the Prima Minister should
not think that we are raising our voice against
th se incidents just because the Uttar
Prada h Government's support is linked
directly with him. It would not be in the
interest of the country H proper attention is
not paid towards what are happening today
in the country. Even after 43 years of the
ind pendence. the scheduled castes and
the backward caste are not getting justice.
In thi context, I would like to point out if
person belonging to the Chamar or Kurmi
community goes to join army he is rejected at
once du to his community. He is driven out
ofth que of the candidates. What is thi ? Do
w not h v blood in our body or does our
blood not po a th t qu lity? So, such
y em mu t be c~ang~ urg ntly.
I would

r

e to cite on mar example.

No doubt, Shri lal Bahadur Shastri had

Initiated
n ideal pproach
reg rd •.•• (/nte"uptions)

in thi

I wi h that thi House should not be
used ju
n 'Akhara' by us and wa hould
not think tha OUI responsibility is over Just by

delivering speeches here and taking a cup of
te in th Central Hall. Rather we should
co sider th problems of the scheduled
caste and backward classes in right per..
~ive. Some constructive teps are required to be taken in this direction. I would
lik to point out only that despite reg.istering
the case under sectuion 302 no arrest has
yet been made. Who is responsible for this
incompetence? Th Han. Prime Minister
h

(X)untry may feel ourselves seriously
concerned about uch incidents if occurs
anywhere In the country. Our struggle Is
against the system and not against any
individual. To bring a change in the system it
is a must to remove the U.P. Government
Equal pattern should be adopted for all the
Stat wheth.ritmay~As am, Tamilnadu,

th

[Sh. Santosh Kumar Gangwar]

s realized. the situation.(lnterruptions)

Many of our friends have p rticipated in

th discussion nd gave some valuabl
suggestions. which may s rve as th
guidelines in the future (/nt "uptions) I wi h

for such an atmo pher in which all of us in

U.P. or Bihar. Wt:' ~nt that the code of
condud must be .. ,lowed properly. You
should take right decision. I would like to
request all of you to co-operate the Prime

Minister on this issue and to a k him to resign
in orderto hold a fre h .'ection in the country.

[English)

i :

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The question
"That the Hou e do now adjourn."
Tho

in favour will plea e s y 'Aye'

SOME HON MEMBERS: 'Ay •
MR. DEPUTY SREAKER:
again will pie
ay'No'.

Thos

SEVERAL HON. MEMBERS: 'No'.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I think the
'Noes' have it. Th INoes' have it.
SOME HON. MEMBERS:

have it.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER:

Lobbies be clesred-

Let the

MR. DEPUTY SPPEAKER: Now the
Lobbies have been cleared.

The question is:
"That th HoUse do now adjourn".

Th

Lole Sabha /JevidtxJ:
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AYES

Datta, Shri Amal
Deshmukh, Shri Chandubhai

20.17 hrs.
Acharia, Shri Basudeb

Dome, Dr. Ram Chandra
Gangwar~ Shri Santosh Kumar

Advani, Shri L.K.
Agnihotri, Shri Rajendra
Ali, Shrimati Subhashini
Argal, Shri Chhaviram

Giri, Shri Sudhir
Gujral, Shri I.K.
Gupta, Shri Dharmpal Singh
Hannan Mollah, Shri

Baig, Shri Arif

Harish Pal, Shri

Bais, Shri Ramesh

Harsh Vardhan. Shri

Barman, Shri Patas

Jangde, Shri Resham Lal

Basu, Shri Chitta

Bhargava, Shri Girdhari Lal
Bhattacharya, Shrimati Malini
Bopche, Dr. Khushal Parasram
Brahmbhatt, Shri Prakash Koko
Chakravorty, Shri Susanta
Chatterjee, Shri Nirmal Kanti

Jaswant Singh, Shri
Jatav, Shri Than Singh
Jatiya, Shri Satynarayan
Jana, Shri Srikanta
Jha, Shri Bhogendra
Ju Oeo, Shri Oilip Singh
Kabde, Dr. Venkatesh

Chaudhary, Shri Rudrasen
Chavda,
Somabhai

Shri

Kale, Shri Sukhdeo Nandaji

Khemchandbhai
Kalka Das, Shri

Choudhury, Shri Saifuddin

Kapse, Prof. Ram Ganesh

Dandavate. Prof. Madhu

Kaushik, Shri Purushottam

Danwe, Shri Pundlik Hari

Khan, Shri Sukhendu

Das, Shri Anadi Charan

Khandelwal, Shri Pyarelal
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Khanoria, Major D.O.

Paswan, Shri Ram Vilas

Khurana, Shri Madan Lal

Paswan, Shri Sukdeo

Mahajan, Shrimati Sumitra

Patel, Dr. A. K.

Mahala, Shri Haribhau Shankar

Patel, Shri Prahlad Singh

Mahata, Shri Chitta '

Pathak.. Shri Harin

Malhotra, Prof. Vijay Kumar

Patidar, Shri Rameshwar

Malik, Shri Satya Pal

Patil, Shri Uttamrao Lakmanrao

Mandai, Shri Sanat Kumar

Pramanik, Shri Radhika Ranjan

Mantosh, Shri Paul R.

Prasad, Shri Hari Kawai

Masudal Hossain, Shri Syed

Pram Pradeep, Shri

Meena, Dr. Kirodi Lal

Raghavji, Shri

Meana, Shri Nandlal

Raje, Shrimati Vasundhara

M ghwal, Shri

Raju, Shrimati Uma Gajapathi

~(ailash

Mehta,
Shrimati
Navinchandra

Jayawanti

Mewar, Shri Mahendra Singh
Misra, Shri Satyagopal
Mukhopadhyay, Shri Ajoy
Munda. ShriKaria
Naik, Shri Ram

Nitish Kumar, Shri
Pal, Shri M.S.

Rajveer Singh, Shri
Ram Dhan, Shri

Ram Sajiwan. Shri
Rana, Shri Kashiram Chhabildas
Rawat, Prof. Rasa Singh
Raychaudhuri, Shri Sudarsan
Routray, Shri Nilamani
Roy, Shr; A.K.
Scindia, Shrimati Vijayaraje

Pandeya, Dr. Laxminarayan
Pani, Shri Ravi Narayan

Selvarasu, Shri M.

Paswan, Shr; Chhedi

Shah, Shri Babubhai M6ij~j:
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Shakya, Dr. Mahadeepak Singh

Yadav, Shri Surya Narayan

Shiwankar, Prof. Mahadeo

Yadvendra Datt, Shri

Shrivastava, Dr. Shailendranath

Zainal Abedin, Shri

NOES

Singh, Shri Jagannath
Singh, Shri Lokendra

Adaikalaraj, Shri l.

Singh, Shri Radha Mohan

Agarwal, Shri J.P.

Singh, Shri Tej Narayan

Ahmed, Shri Kamaluddin

Singh, Shri Vishwanath Pratap

Antony, Shri P.A.

Sur, Shri Monoranjan

Antulay, Shri A.A.

Tarif Singh,. Shri

Arunachalam, Shri M.

Tarwala, Shri Amratlal Vallabhdas

Asokaraj, Shri Dhanuskodi R.

Thakore, Shri Gabbhaji Mangaji

Baga Reddy, Shrl M.

Tiwari, Shri Janardan

Bala Goud, Shri T. /

Topdar, Shri Tarit Baran

Bansi lal, Shri

Tyagi, Shri K.C.

Basavaraj, Shri G.S.

Uma Bharati, Kumari

Benjamin, Shr; S.

Varma, Shri Ratilal Kalidas

Bhagat, Shri H.K.l.

Verma, Shri R.loP.

Bhajan Lal, Shri

Verma, Shri Shea Sharan

Bhakata, Shri Manoranjan

Vijayaraghavan, Shri A.

Bhar~wajt

Vadav, Shri Devendra Prasad

Bhatia, Shrl Ram Sewak

Yadav, Shri Janardan

Bhos/e, Shri Prataprao Bhaburao

Vadav, Shr; Ramedra Kumar Ravi

Birender Singh, Rao

Yadav, Shri Sharad

Chand Ram. Shri

Shri Parasram
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Chandra Shekhar, Shri

Gamit, Shri Chhitubhai Devjibhai

Charles, Shri A.

Gandhi, Shrimati Maneka

Chaudhary. Shri Kamal

Gangadhar. Shri S.

Chauhan, Shri Prabhatsinh

Giriyappa, Shri C.P. Mudala

Chennithala, Shri Ramesh

Gomango, Shri Giridhar

Chennupati, Shrimati Vidya

Gowda, Shri D.M. Putte

Chidambaram, Shri P.

Gudadinni, Shri B.K.

Chinta Mohan, Dr.

Gupta, Shri Janak Raj

Chowdhary, Shri Oasai

Jai Parkash , Shri

Damor, Shri Somjibhai

,

Jamuna, Shrimati J.

Deb Burman, Shri K. B.K.

Janardhanan, Shri Kadambur M.R.

Dennis, Shri N.

Jayamohan, Shri A.

Deshmukh, Shri Anantrao

Jeevarathinam, Shri R.

Dev, Shri Sontosh Mohan

Kalvi, Shri Kalyan Singh

Devarajan. Shri B.

Kamble, Shri Arvind Tulshiram

Devi Lal, Shri

Kamia Kumari, Kumar;

Dhakane, Shri Babanrao

Kamson, Prof. Meijinlung

Dhankhar, Ch. Jagdeep

Kaul. Shrimati Sheila

Dhawan, Shri Harmohan

Keshari Lal, Shri

Dinesh Singh, Shri

Kodikkunnil, Shri Suresh

Dore, Shri Raja Ambanna Nayak

Kotadia, Shri Manubhai

Fernandes, Shri Oscar

Kumaramangalam. Shri P.R.

Gaikwad. Shri Udaysingrao

Kurien. Prof. P.J.

Gajapathi, Shri Gopi Nath

Kushwaha. Shri Jagdish Singh
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lakshmanan, Prof. Savithri

Panja, Shr; Ajit

Mahadik, Shr; Vamanrao

Patel, Shri Arjunbhai

Mahajan, Shri V.S.

Patel. Shri Shantilal Purushottam Das

Mallikarjun, Shri

Patil. Shri Uttamrao

Manemma. Shrimati T.

Patil, Shri Vashwantrao

Manvar. Shri Balvant

Penchalliah, Shri P. '.

Marbaniang, Shri Peter G.

Peruman, Dr. P. Vanal

Mathew, Shri Palai K.M.

Poojary. Shri Janardhana

Mishra. Shri Balgopal

Potdukhe, Shri Shantaram

Mishra, Shri Janeshwar

Prabhu, Shri R.

Mishra, Shri Raj Mangal

Pradhani, Shri K.

Mujahid. Shri S.M.

Prasad, Shri R.S.

Muraleedharan. Shri K.

Prasad, Shri V. Sreenivasa

Muthiah, Shri R.

Purohit, Shri Banwarilal

Naik, Shri G. Oevaraya

Pu;tJshothaman, Shri Vakkom

Naikar, Shri O.K.

Rajeshwaran, Dr. V.

Nandi. Shrl Vel/alah

Raju, Shri M.M. Pallam

Narayanan, Shri P. G.

Raju, Shrimati Uma Gajapathi

Nayak, Shri Nakul

Rakesh, Shri R.N.

Odeyar, Shri Channaiah

Ram Sabu, Shri A.G.S.

Oraon, Shrimati Sumati

Ram Prakash, Ch.

Palanisamy, Shri K.C.

Ram Satar, Shri (Bara Banki)

Pan de, Shri Rajmangal

Ramachandran, Shri Mullappally

Pandian, Shri D.

Ramadass, Dr. R.
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Ramamurthy. Shri K.

Shah, Shri Jayantilal Virchandbhai

Rao, Shri J. Vengala

Shakya, Shri Ram Singh

Rao, Shri K.S.

Shankaranand, Shri B.

Rao. Shri P.V. Narasimh2

Shanmugam, Shri P.

Rao Shri R. Gundu

Sharma, Shri Chiranji Lal

Rao, Shri Srinivas

Sharma, Shri Dharm Pal

Rao, Shri V. Krishna

Shingada, Shri D.B.

Rawat, Shri Harish

Sidnal, Shri S.B.

Reddy, Shri A. Venkata

Silvera. Dr. C.

Reddy, Shri B.N.

Singam, Shri Basavapunnaiah

Reddy, Shri M.G.

Singaravadivil, Shri S.

Reddy, Shri P. Narsa

Singh, Shri Anand

Reddy, Shn R. Surender

Singh, Shri Dhanraj

Reddy, Shri Y.S. Rajasekhar

Singh. Shri Lalit Vijoy

Sadul, Shri Dharmanna Mondayya

Singh, Shri Ram Bahadur

Sahay, Shri Subodh Kant

Singh. Shri Uday Pratap

Sai, Sh ri A. Pratap

Singh Oeo, Shri A.N.

Saran, Shri Daulat Ram

Sinha, Shrimati Usha

Sathe, Shri Vasant

Sodhi, Shri Mankuram

Save, Shri Moreshwar

Solanki, Shri Surajbbhanu

Sayeed, Shri P.M.

Sonkar, Shri Kalpnath

Sekhar, Shri M.G.

Soz, Prof. Saif-ud-din

Selvam. Shri Kanei Panneer

Srikantaiah, Shri H.C.

Serna, Shri Shikiho

Srinivasan, Shri C.
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Sultanpuri, Shri K.D.

Yadav, Shri Ram Krishan

Suman, Shri Ramji Lal

Yadava, Shri Ramji Lal

Sundararaj. Shyi N.

Yazdani, Dr. Golam

Suryawanshi, Shri Narsingrao

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Subject to
correction, the result'" of the division is:

Thambi Durai, Dr.

Ayes: 119

Thapa, Shr; Nandu

Noes: 186
The Motion was negatived

Thomas, Prof. K.V.
Thomas, Shri P. C

20.19 hrs

Thungon, Shri P.K.

STATUTORY RESLUTION RE

PROCLAMATION OF PRESIDENT'S
RULE IN TAMIL NADU .. CONTD.

Tiwari. Shri Brij Shushan
Umbrey, Shri Laeta

'

Varma, Shri B. Rajaravi
Varma, Shr; Dharmesh Prasad

[English]

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: As per the
procedure, we shall have to take up something immediatley after the Adjournment
motion was negatived.

Venkatesan. Shri P.R.S.
Venkatswamy. Shri G.
Viswanatham, Dr.

So, I request Shri Jaswant Singh to
continue his speech on item No.8, namely
Statutory Resolution regarding approval of
Proclamation of the President in relation to
the State of Tamil Nadu.

Yadav, Shri Chhotey Singh
Yadav, Shri Hukumdeo Narayan

SHRIJASWANTSINGH (Jodhpur): My
request is, please consider the mood of the

• The following Members also recorded their votes:

AYES:

Dr. Asim Bala and Dr. Biplab Dasgupta.

NOES: Prof. N.G. Ranga, S/shri Kapil Dev Shastri, Bojja Venkata Reddy, M.J. Akbar.
Venkata Krishna Reddy Kasu and Mohammad Shati.
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House and permit me to continue my speech
tomorrow.
Sir, we were ' discussing this question
about the Imposition of President's rule in

Tamil Nadu.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You can continue tomorrow.

Tamil Nadu 648

The House stands adjourned to re-assemble tomorrow at 11.00 a.m.

20.20 hrs
The Lok Sabha then adjourned till Eleven
of the Clock on Tuesday, February 26,
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